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Acronyms/Abbreviations
B

Broken

BSV

Broken Soil Visible

BVV

Broken Void Visible

CCTV

Closed-circuit television

CDO

Cease and Desist Order

CIPP

Cured-in-place Pipe

CMMS

Computerized Maintenance Management System

COF

Consequence of Failure

D

Deformed

District

Ross Valley Sanitary District

FH

Fracture Hinge

FM

Fracture Multiple

GIS

Geographic Information system

H

Hole

HDR

HDR Engineering, Inc.

HSV

Hole Soil Visible

HVV

Hole Void Visible

I&I

Infiltration and Inflow

IAMP

Infrastructure Asset Management Plan

LF

linear foot

LOF

Likelihood of Failure

M

million

NASSCO

National Association of Sewer Service Companies

PACP

Pipeline Assessment Certification Program

PRPD

Point Repair Patch Defective

RFI

request for information

RR

Reinspection and Repair

SMW

Surface Damage Missing Wall

SSO

sanitary sewer overflows

XP

Collapse
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Executive Summary
On May 13, 2013, the San Francisco Bay Regional Water Quality Control Board (Regional Water
Board) issued Order No. R2-2013-0020, a Cease and Desist Order (CDO) for Sanitary District No. 1
of Marin County, now known as the Ross Valley Sanitary District (District) in response to annually
reoccurring excessive sewer system overflows (SSOs). The CDO contained a list of prescriptive
actions and work practices for the District to take that were largely based on the District’s 2007 Sewer
System Replacement Master Plan which utilized limited Closed Circuit Television (CCTV) inspection
and condition assessment information available at the time. One of these requirements included
development of the 2013 Infrastructure Asset Management Plan (IAMP) (Provision I.e).
As the District implemented the IAMP and collected more data about the collection system, new
priorities and decision-making strategies were developed. It became clear that some of the original
CDO requirements and priorities needed to change as the District substantially reduced SSOs and
began to better understand the collection system. Currently the District is revising its IAMP to shift to
a more forward looking program. A primary component of this effort is development of a new collection
system reinspection and repair plan.
The District contracted with HDR Engineering, Inc. (HDR) to develop a Pipe Structural Reinspection
and Repair (RR) Plan for the wastewater collection system gravity sewer mains. This RR Plan is
developed to achieve the following objectives:
•

Develop a data-driven reinspection and repair program based on the District’s collection
system performance.

•

Quantify long term resource needs (condition assessment, repair, renewal) required to costeffectively sustain desired service levels.

•

Focus near term investments on pipe conditions determined to deteriorate rapidly.

•

Extend the life of infrastructure where pipe conditions are determined to deteriorate slowly.

•

Comply with regulatory requirements.

•

Develop a consistent, sustainable, and transparent decision making process that the District
can manage themselves.

•

Develop a program that provides flexibility to transition to a “pay-go” funding model in the
near future.

The District’s wastewater collection and conveyance infrastructure includes approximately 194 miles
of gravity sewer mains that range in diameter from 4 inches to 42 inches. The RR Plan addresses
small diameter wastewater gravity sewer mains defined as less than or equal to 15 inches in diameter
and approximately 182 miles of mains. Figure ES-1 presents the gravity sewer mains by diameter and
force main location.
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Figure ES-1 – Ross Valley Sanitary District Gravity Sewer Mains
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The approach to developing the RR Plan includes the following key activities executed through a series
of workshops with District staff:
•

Review District data, review system performance, and perform a deterioration analysis to
inform reinspection and repair decision making guidelines.

•

Utilize the reinspection and repair guidelines in an automated decision logic developed in
InfoAsset Planner software to evaluate different reinspection and repair alternatives.

•

Recommend a reinspection and repair alternative and an implementation timeframe for
budgeting and planning purposes.

Deterioration Analysis
While other industries (e.g., pressurized pipe) have made significant advances in understanding
deterioration, the gravity pipe industry has struggled to develop meaningful long term deterioration
curves. There are a variety of reasons gravity pipes have lagged behind pressurized pipe deterioration
including:
•

A poor correlation between age and condition.

•

Failed gravity mains in need of repair may continue to operate for many years before being
identified as failed through CCTV.

•

CCTV inspection data typically only exists for the past 20 years which covers a small window
of time during the life of existing gravity sewer mains.

Due to these factors the usage of survival modeling (e.g., Weibull modeling) is more appropriate in
pressurized pipe systems than in gravity pipe systems. Therefore, deterioration modeling of gravity
pipe systems should rely on “matched pair analysis.” A matched pair is an event where CCTV data (in
particular where video data is available) is collected on the same pipe over a long enough period of
time to quantify the deterioration rate for a particular defect and operating condition. Figure ES-2
documents an example matched pair defect that has deteriorated in the District’s system.
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Figure ES-2 – Example Deterioration Event – Pipe G223.045.G223.040.1 in 2008 (left) and 2017
(right)

The defects evaluated are organized by National Association of Sewer Service Companies (NASSCO)
Pipe Assessment Certification Program (PACP) structural grade where a grade 5 defect is most severe
and grade 0 is the least severe. The analysis included evaluation of all structural grade 5 defects in
the available CCTV data. Grade 4 structural defects were also reviewed if present on a gravity sewer
main with a structural grade 5 defect. Structural grade 5 and grade 4 defects are the focus of the
analysis because these defects are higher risk and these defects have prescriptive reinspection and
repair requirements associated with them in the CDO. The deterioration analysis included evaluation
of 381 potential matched defect pairs and a detailed review of 203 confirmed matched defect pairs.
The results include the following key findings:
•

Less than 5% of defects deteriorated. The deterioration results for each PACP structural
grade are presented in Table ES-1.

•

Deterioration analysis identified that defect size has a strong correlation with defect
deterioration. All PACP grade 5 structural defects that deteriorated initially had a defect size
of 2 or more clock position changes. Figure ES-3 presents the definition of a clock position
change. This finding is also supported by other HDR deterioration analysis work.

•

No PACP structural grade 4 defects deteriorated to a structural grade 5 defect.

•

Most PACP grade 5 structural defects will remain stable over a 4 year period. The
average duration between defect match pair inspections evaluated is 3 years and the
maximum duration is 8 years.
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Table ES-1 – Deterioration Summary by PACP Structural Grade
Defect Match
Pairs

PACP Grade 5
Match Pairs

PACP Grade 4
Match Pairs

PACP Grade 3
Match Pairs

Defects with Match Pair
Identified

203

140

61

2

Defect Deterioration
Identified

10

9

1

0

4.9%

6.4%

1.6%

0%

Description

Percent with
Deterioration

Figure ES-3 – Clock Position Changes

Figure from NASSCO PACP v7.0.2

Reinspection and Repair Guidelines
The reinspection and repair guidelines are developed based on the results of the gravity sewer main
deterioration analysis, industry experience and District institutional knowledge and input. These
reinspection and repair guidelines are documented in an automated decision logic that is implemented
in Innovyze InfoAsset Planner software and used to provide recommendations and cost for
reinspection and repair for each gravity sewer main. The decision logic provides a transparent,
defensible, consistent, and efficient approach for decision making that can be used to
effectively evaluate reinspection and repair plan alternatives.
The decision logic leverages the District’s CCTV inspections, geographic information system (GIS),
InfoAsset Manager software by Innovyze, construction bid tabulations and other readily available data.
Recommended actions from the decision logic include:
•

Replace – Replacement of gravity sewer from manhole to manhole.

•

Open Cut Spot Repair – Open cut gravity sewer spot repair typically 6 to 8 feet in length
unless there are multiple repairs that overlap.

•

Localized Liner – Trenchless gravity sewer main repair typically 4 feet in length and
performed by District crews.

•

Cured-in-place Pipe (CIPP) – Gravity sewer rehabilitation lining from manhole to manhole.
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•

Pipe Burst – Trenchless replacement technology that includes bursting the existing pipe and
simultaneously pulling or pushing a new pipe in place behind the bursting head. The new
pipe may be larger in diameter than the original pipe.

•

Monitoring or CCTV – Gravity sewers are recommended for a monitoring schedule or CCTV
based on risk using the defect severity.

The recommendations from InfoAsset Planner will be reviewed by District staff and updated during
project packaging to account for site conditions and other considerations that the InfoAsset Planner
software is not intended to consider. This decision logic is the first iteration of an ongoing process
where the District will refine the decision logic over time based on adaptive management principals
and lessons learned.

Repair Plan
HDR developed five repair plan alternatives for District consideration that utilize the results of the
deterioration analysis and District lessons learned since the 2013 IAMP. Alternatives 1 through 4 target
primary structural defects including:
•

Pipe collapse defects

•

Large PACP grade 5 structural defects that are 2 or more clock position changes in size

•

Deformed pipe defects (ranging from 20 percent deformed for rigid pipe to 40 percent for
plastic pipe)

Alternative 5 is developed as a comparison to Alternative 2 and targets different primary structural
defects including pipe collapse defects and all PACP grade 5 structural defects. Alternative 5 is similar
to the District’s current strategy in that all PACP grade 5 structural defects are either repaired or
reinspected frequently.
The decision logic was used to evaluate different remediation strategies that include performing more
manhole to manhole repairs that address most defects on the gravity sewer mains or performing more
spot repairs that target individual defects.
Table ES-2 presents these alternatives including the miles of repair (using the length of gravity sewer
main remediated from manhole to manhole) and costs in 2020 dollars. Capital Project Costs include
work that is typically completed through a capital project (e.g., replacement, open cut repairs, CIPP,
and pipe bursting). Localized liner repairs are typically completed by District repair crews and are
budgeted differently than capital projects. The District has invested in developing the capability to
perform localized liner repairs including specialized repair vehicles, tools and training for
District staff. The results of this investment are a very low cost and highly effective localized
liner repair program for addressing structural defects.
Alternative 1 is recommended for implementation with a Total Cost of $11.9 million.
A
comparison of Alternative 2 and Alternative 5 shows that utilizing the results of the
deterioration analysis incorporated in Alternatives 1-4 could potentially save District
ratepayers $5 million in repair plan costs while addressing deterioration risk.
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Table ES-2 – Repair Plan Alternatives
Primary
Defects
Addressed

PACP
Structural
Grade 5s
with 2 or
more Clock
Position
Changes,
Collapses,
Significant
Deformation
PACP
Structural
Grade 5s

Alternative
No.

Remediation
Strategy

Length
(Miles)

Localized
Liner
Repairs

Capital
Project
Cost
($M)

Localized
Liner Repair
Cost
($M)

Total
Cost
($M)

1

Most Spot
Repairs

8.5

147

$8.7

$0.8

$9.5

2

More Spot
Repairs

8.5

126

$11.0

$0.6

$11.6

3

More Manhole
to Manhole
Remediation

8.5

96

$14.4

$0.3

$14.7

4

Most Manhole
to Manhole
Remediation

8.5

60

$18.2

$0.1

$18.3

5

More Spot
Repairs

12.9

190

$15.8

$0.8

$16.6

Figure ES-4 presents the cost information by recommended action for Alternative 1 and Figure ES-5
presents the proportion of each recommended action by length of gravity sewer main from manhole
to manhole. These figures show that the repair plan for Alternative 1 focuses investments on
trenchless technologies (e.g., localized liner repairs and pipe bursting) that have less impact
to the community than open cut trench technologies. District staff indicate that 37% of gravity
sewer mains are located in property easements. Trenchless technologies will reduce the
impacts to ratepayer properties and the environment in these easements.
Figure ES-6 presents a map of recommended repair actions for Alternative 1 which shows that
recommended repair work is distributed throughout the system.
Figure ES-4 – Repair Plan Alternative 1 Cost by Action
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Figure ES-5 – Repair Plan Alternative 1 Actions by Length

HDR recommends the District target completing the repair plan over a 5 year period. Completing the
work in this timeframe is expected to address most primary defects before they deteriorate. This
timeframe will also provide time for the District to perform additional CCTV inspection to identify future
repair needs in the system. Table ES-3 documents the cost per year. Costs are included separately
for capital project costs and localized liner repairs because the work for each is typically budgeted
separately.
Table ES-3 – Repair Plan Cost
Repair Plan Year

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Capital Project Costs ($M)

$1.74

$1.74

$1.74

$1.74

$1.74

Localized Liner Repair Costs ($M)

$0.17

$0.17

$0.17

$0.17

$0.17

Total Cost ($M)

$1.90

$1.90

$1.90

$1.90

$1.90
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Figure ES-6 – Repair Plan Map
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Reinspection Plan
HDR identified two reinspection plan alternatives for evaluation by the District. Alternative A is to
continue a program similar to the current inspection program which is based on the 2013 IAMP. This
alternative includes reinspection of PACP grade 5 structural defects every 3 years, reinspection of
PACP grade 4 structural defects every 5 years, reinspection of the remainder of the gravity sewer
main system over 10 years.
Alternative B incorporates the deterioration analysis results and lessons learned since implementation
of the 2013 IAMP and includes:
•

Reinspection of PACP grade 5 structural defects over a 4 year period.

•

Reinspection of PACP grade 4 structural defects over an 8 year period.

•

Reinspection of PACP grade 1-3 structural defects over a 12 year period and inspection of
remaining gravity sewer mains over a 12 year period.

The Alternative B reinspection frequencies balance cost and risk and also facilitate inspection
scheduling to reduce impacts to communities. The inspection frequencies are multiples of 4 years.
This approach allows for scheduling inspections geographically such that a single neighborhood or
area, can be revisited once every 4 years for planned work. This approach also results in improved
scheduling efficiencies and reduced drive time and mobilization for District crews or contractors.
The quantity of reinspection for each inspection frequency is included in Table ES-4. These results
show that the Alternative B reinspection program is 5 miles less of gravity sewer main
inspection per year than the current program. This reduction will allow District staff to focus
resources on other priorities such as manhole rehabilitation, repairs, and I&I investigations
while managing risk in the system. Reinspection Alternative B is recommended for implementation.
Figure ES-7 presents a map of the reinspection plan recommendations for Alternative B. These
reinspection frequencies are expected to change over time as the District collects more data.
These RR Plan recommendations provide a data driven program that balances cost, risk and
level of service for small diameter gravity sewer main structural condition that the District can
own and implement sustainably as the next phase in the District’s infrastructure asset
management program.
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Table ES-4 – Reinspection Plan Alternatives

Alternative

A

Reinspection
Alternative
Description

Similar to
Current
Inspection
Program

Reinspection
Frequency
(years)

Small
Diameter
Gravity
Sewer
Length
(miles)

Inspection
Length per
Year
(miles)

CCTV (See Note 1)

10

76

7.6

Monitor – 12 Years – PACP
Structural Grade 1, 2, 3

10

87

8.7

Monitor – 8 years – PACP
Structural Grade 4

4

17

4.1

Monitor – 4 years – PACP
Structural Grade 5

3

3

1.0

182

21.4

Reinspection
Plan Actions

Alternative A Total

B

Updated
Inspection
Frequencies
Based on
Deterioration
Analysis

CCTV (See Note 1)

12

76

6.3

Monitor – 12 Years – PACP
Structural Grade 1, 2, 3

12

87

7.2

Monitor – 8 years – PACP
Structural Grade 4

8

17

2.1

Monitor – 4 years – PACP
Structural Grade 5

4

3

0.7

182

16.3

Alternative B Total

Note 1. This action includes gravity sewer mains for initial inspection and post construction inspection. This also
includes gravity sewer mains recommended for a repair or review action.
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Figure ES-7 – Reinspection Plan Map
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1

Introduction
The District provides wastewater utility service to approximately 15,000 billing customers,
representing approximately 55,000 people in central Marin County. The District service
area is presented in Figure 1-1 and includes the incorporated City of Larkspur; the
Towns of San Anselmo, Ross, and Fairfax; and the unincorporated areas of Kentfield,
Kent Woodlands, Greenbrae, Oak Manor, and Sleepy Hollow. The District’s wastewater
collection and conveyance infrastructure includes approximately 194 miles of gravity
sewer mains 1 that range in diameter from 4 inches to 42 inches which are presented in
Figure 1-2. This RR Plan focuses on small diameter gravity sewer mains less than or
equal to 15 inches in diameter totaling 182 miles of gravity sewer mains. The District’s
wastewater collection and conveyance infrastructure also includes 8.4 miles of sewer
force mains and 19 pump stations and lift stations. There are also about 200 miles of
privately-owned sewer service laterals that convey wastewater to the District’s system.
The District’s wastewater flows are ultimately conveyed to the Central Marin Sanitation
Agency wastewater treatment plant in San Rafael.
On May 13, 2013, the Regional Water Board issued Order No. R2-2013-0020, a CDO for
the District in response to annually reoccurring excessive SSOs. The CDO contained a
list of prescriptive actions and work practices for the District to take to mitigate the SSOs
and improve operations and maintenance of the sewer system. These actions were
largely based on the District’s 2007 Sewer System Replacement Master Plan which
utilized limited condition assessment information available at the time. Provisions of the
CDO include prescribed sewer main reinspection and repair requirements based on the
severity of the defects found, as well as requirements for televised inspections for the
entire system. One of these requirements included development of the 2013 IAMP
(Provision I.e).
As the District implemented the IAMP and collected more data about the collection
system, new priorities and decision-making strategies were developed. It became clear
that some of the original CDO requirements and priorities needed to change as the
District began to better understand the system. Through implementation of the IAMP,
the District has achieved significant capital and repair targets set forth in the CDO.
Figure 1-3 presents a map of these completed capital improvements and repairs and
Figure 1-4 presents the IAMP plan and progress from the Year‐End Capital Program
Report FY 2017/18.
The original CDO requirements have resulted in significant improvements in the system
and in operations. However they have also inhibited the Districts ability to respond to
other priorities, adjust plans based on new information and data and develop a more
programmatic approach to effective utility management. Throughout implementation of
the CDO, the District has had to justify each deviation from the original CDO
requirements on an annual basis. Currently the District is revising its IAMP to shift to a
more forward looking and adaptive program. A primary component of this effort is
development of a new collection system reinspection and repair plan. This RR Plan
forms the basis for the revised IAMP for small diameter gravity sewer mains.

1

InfoAsset Manager Collection Pipe Feature filtered for Owner = RVSD or blank; Sewer Use = SS or null;
Pipe Class = G
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Figure 1-1 – Ross Valley Sanitary District Service Area
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Figure 1-2 – Ross Valley Sanitary District Gravity Sewer Mains
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Figure 1-3 – Gravity Sewer Main Rehabilitation and Repairs
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Figure 1-4 – Gravity Sewer Main IAMP Plan and Progress
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This RR Plan achieves the following objectives:
•

Develop a data-driven reinspection and repair program based on the District’s
collection system performance.

•

Quantify long term resource needs (condition assessment, repair, renewal)
required to cost-effectively sustain desired service levels.

•

Focus near term investments on pipe conditions determined to deteriorate
rapidly.

•

Extend the life of infrastructure where pipe conditions are determined to
deteriorate slowly.

•

Comply with regulatory requirements.

•

Develop a consistent, sustainable, transparent decision making process that the
District can manage themselves.

The approach used in this study is to utilize the Districts extensive CCTV inspection
database to evaluate pipe deterioration over time. This was done by studying defects
that appeared in multiple CCTV inspections over time to determine which conditions
resulted in deterioration. This analysis enables the District to better understand which
types of defects continue to deteriorate and to assess the rate of deterioration so that
repair and reinspection planning can be performed with more confidence and less risk.
The resulting reinspection and repair guidelines have been documented in this report.
The District has substantially reduced the number and volume of SSOs. Figure 1-5
presents the reduction in SSOs and reduction of pipe structural problem/failure caused
SSOs by fiscal year 2. These results support the District’s plan to update the IAMP using
lessons learned and information gathered since development of the 2013 IAMP.
Figure 1-5 – Gravity Main SSOs

2

From California Integrated Water Quality System Project (CIWQS) on 1/26/2020. Comments were
reviewed and two SSOs were removed from Pipe structural problem/failure because they were caused
by installation
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As a result of this work the District has learned a significant amount about the
wastewater collection system and the District proposes an update of the 2013 IAMP by
March 2021 to incorporate these lessons learned and establish a revised list of riskbased and data-driven rehabilitation and capital improvement commitments.
Approximately 60% of the District’s collection system was installed before 1955. As the
collection system continues to age and deteriorate, a reinspection and repair plan is
necessary to address aging infrastructure. Figure 1-6 presents the install decade and
gravity sewer main material for the gravity sewer mains with a known install year 3. This
figure shows that the majority of the District’s system is vitrified clay pipe installed prior to
1970. Vitrified clay is a high performing pipe material when properly maintained, but is a
brittle material that can break or deteriorate when impacted by construction work or
aggressive cleaning.
Figure 1-6 – Gravity Sewer Main Install Decade and Material

The RR Plan was developed through a series of workshops with District staff and is
divided into the following sections:

3

•

Section 1 – Introduction. This section documents the background and context
of the project and introduces the RR Plan organization.

•

Section 2 – Information Review. The information review section includes data
and information that was provided by the District and reviewed.

•

Section 3 – Deterioration Analysis. This section documents the industry
background for deterioration analysis, deterioration analysis methodology,

InfoAsset Manager field User_Date_5 used for install date. Install Date field used if User_Date_5 field is
blank. Approximately 35 miles with unknown install date are excluded.
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analysis results, and how the analysis informs inspection and repair decision
making guidelines.
•

Section 4 – Reinspection and Repair Guidelines. This section documents
decision making guidelines for reinspection, repair, rehabilitation, and
replacement.

•

Section 5 – Prioritization Guidelines. This section documents guidelines for
prioritizing repairs, rehabilitation and replacement.

•

Section 6 – Reinspection and Repair Plan. This section documents the
quantity and cost of reinspection, repairs, rehabilitation and replacement and
provides a recommended time frame for completion.

•

Section 7 – Implementation Recommendations. This section documents
recommendations for implementation of the RR Plan and InfoAsset Planner
software

•

Section 8 – Conclusions. This section provides a concise summary of the RR
Plan.

Development workshops were conducted in 2019 on June 20, July 18, September 20,
October 22, and November 21. A summary of the content of each workshop is included
below:
1. Gather information about the District’s current decision making policies and
practices. Discuss District data review findings and addressed data gaps.
2. Identify approach to deterioration analysis including tools, procedures, defects of
interest and deterioration examples.
3. Evaluate NASSCO PACP version 6 vs. version 7 with staff and the impact of
changing versions on District decision making and the deterioration analysis.
Review deterioration analysis results.
4. Review alternatives for reinspection and repair recommendations including
detailed decision logic, cost and quantity of recommendations.
5. Review updated alternatives for the reinspection and repair recommendations
In addition to small diameter gravity sewer main structural condition, I&I is an important
consideration for the District because the District’s service area has the highest average
annual rainfall in the nine-county Bay Area. During wet weather events, the District pumps
and transports ten times the amount of flow compared to dry weather seasons. The District is
addressing I&I through other initiatives that will be coordinated with the results of this RR
Plan in the future to implement holistic capital improvement solutions.
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2

Information Review
The District was provided with a request for information (RFI) list detailing the data
necessary for the RR Plan analysis. Existing data that was provided, reviewed and used
in the RR Plan is as follows:
•

GIS data

•

CCTV data and videos in National Association of Sewer Service Companies
NASSCO PACP format

•

SSO history and supporting data

•

Capital improvement plans, scheduled repairs, and recently completed projects

•

Existing model and available data used/generated during development of the
IAMP

•

Repairs and Capital Work information including: scheduled repairs, planned
capital improvement projects, and previously completed repairs and capital
projects

•

Manhole information

•

District’s Construction Project Bid Tabs

•

InfoAsset Manager Output including the following features:
o

Collection_Node

o

Collection_CCTV_Conduit_Details

o

Collection_Pipe

o

Collection_Pipe_Repair

o

Collection_Smoke_Test

o

Collection_Pipe_Clean

o

Collection_Acoustic_Survey

o

Collection_Zone

o

Collection_Work_Package Areas

o

Collection_CCTV_Survey

CCTV data provided was reviewed and HDR determined that there was sufficient data to
identify defect progress from PACP structural grade 4 to grade 5 or grade 5 to a more
severe grade 5 PACP.
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3

Deterioration Analysis
This section documents the industry background for deterioration analysis, deterioration
analysis methodology, guidelines and results.

3.1

Industry Background
While other industries (e.g., pressurized pipe) have made significant advances in
understanding deterioration, the gravity pipe industry has struggled to develop
meaningful long term deterioration curves. There are a variety of reasons gravity pipes
have lagged including:
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•

Relationship between age and condition – Relative to pressurized pipe, gravity
pipe deterioration is generally believed to be less dependent on age and more
event driven (e.g., installation quality, root growth, aggressive cleaning,
surcharge, ground movement, infiltration, etc.). While age by itself is a poor
indicator of pressurized pipe condition, pressurized pipe has a much stronger
relationship between age and condition than gravity pipe. This is because many
of the common deterioration drivers such as corrosion and cyclical loading
(e.g., internal pressure, metallic pipe expansion and contraction, soil shrinkage
and swelling, etc.) are age dependent.

•

Definition of Failure – For the purposes of this document, the definition of failure
is the criteria at which a pipe is repaired. The functional requirement of a pipe is
to convey fluids under a particular operating context such as pressure or flow
rate. In general, gravity pipes rarely fail to provide their functional requirement
due to a structural issue. The definition of failure for gravity pipes is often based
on the risk of a pipe failing to provide its functional requirements in the future
(e.g., a future SSO). Conversely, pressurized pipe (particularly lower
consequence assets) are allowed to fail their functional requirement multiple
times before they are considered for renewal.

•

Determination of “failure” timing – In a pressurized pipe system, failures are
typically observed and reported within minutes to hours of the event occurrence.
Conversely, gravity pipes can often operate in a state which a utility would
describe as “failed” for years or even decades so long as the flow can pass and
the pipe is not inspected.

•

Documentation of failure history – Many potable water distribution utilities have
thirty to forty years of relatively accurate break data (date, type, and location of
break) that can be used for failure modeling. Meanwhile, many gravity pipe
utilities use CCTV as the basis to determine failure and only have relatively
accurate data dating back five to twenty years.

•

Accessibility – Gravity pipes are typically more accessible than pressurized pipes
for direct condition assessment.

•

Cost Effective and Industry Accepted Condition Assessment Method – Gravity
pipes have a cost effective and industry accepted condition assessment method
(CCTV). While several direct condition assessment technologies are available for
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pressurized pipes, the industry has not adopted a standard direct condition
assessment technique. Most utilities still rely on desktop analyses (e.g., breaks,
soil studies, water quality complaints, etc.) to assess the condition of low
consequence pressurized pipes.

3.2

Approach and Deterioration Review Guidelines
Due to the factors described in Section 3.1, the usage of survival modeling (e.g., Weibull)
is more appropriate in pressurized pipe systems than in gravity pipe systems. Therefore,
deterioration modeling of gravity pipe systems should rely on “matched pair analysis.” A
matched pair is an event where CCTV data (in particular where video data is available) is
collected on the same pipe over a long enough period of time to quantify the
deterioration rate for a particular defect and operating condition. Additionally the event
cannot have a renewal activity over that timespan that improves the structural condition
(e.g., repair, replacement, CIPP). For example, if a pipe was inspected in 2014 and 2018
and a broken pipe was observed at 105 feet into the pipe, it would be a good matched
pair candidate. However, if that pipe was also rehabilitated with CIPP in 2015, it would
not be a good matched pair candidate. Figure 3-1 documents an example matched pair
that has deteriorated.

Figure 3-1 – Example Deterioration Event – Pipe G223.045.G223.040.1 in 2008 (left) and 2017 (right)

The deterioration review guidelines describe the steps taken to identify matched pair
deterioration events and assess deterioration. These guidelines are summarized in
Figure 3-2 and in this section. More detailed information and procedures are included in
Appendix B.
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Figure 3-2 – Deterioration Review Guidelines

1
2
3
4
5
6

• Develop Criteria for Deterioration Identification and Defects of Interest
• Process CCTV Inspection Records for Potential Defect Match Pairs
• Identify Defect Match Pairs in New Defect Deterioration Records Table
• CCTV Inspection Video Review of Defect Match Pairs
• Document Deterioration Identifiers in Defect Deterioration Records Table
• Analyze Deterioration Identification Results

Additional summary information for each step in the Deterioration Review Guidelines is
included below.
1. Develop Criteria – The purpose of this step is to develop criteria for defects and
gravity sewer mains of interest for the deterioration analysis which will support data
processing. This step also includes development of deterioration identifiers that will
be used to determine whether a defect has deteriorated. The criteria for this data set
is based on the CDO requirements in provision I.h. which is included below. The
analysis included evaluation of all structural grade 5 defects in the available CCTV
data. Grade 4 structural defects were also reviewed if present on a gravity sewer
main with a structural grade 5 defect. The District’s CCTV inspection data is
documented in NASSCO PACP version 6 and the District moved to PACP version 7
during development of the RR Plan. Version 7 represents the latest industry standard
for defect coding. An additional analysis comparing PACP version 6 and 7 was
conducted and is provided in Appendix A. The deterioration analysis is conducted
using PACP version 7 observation coding and scoring. PACP version 6 defect codes
were translated to PACP version 7 for the analysis.
a. CDO Provision I.h: …if the pipe segment is re-inspected within three years of first
discovery and the re-inspection indicates that the Grade 5 structural defect in
question has not deteriorated from its original assessment, then the Discharger
may revise the schedule to allow for replacement or rehabilitation of that Grade 5
structural defect within the next five years, or re-inspection within the next three
years. If upon re-inspection the Grade 5 structural defect in question has
deteriorated from its most recent previous assessment, then the Discharger shall
replace or rehabilitate the pipe segment of concern within the original five-year
period.
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2. Process CCTV Data – The purpose of this step is to identify the gravity sewer main
CCTV inspection records that contain potential defect pairs for review as part of the
deterioration analysis. Data sets and historical CCTV data provided by the District
are compiled, joined, and filtered to produce a defect deterioration records table for
review.
3. Identify Defect Match Pairs – The purpose of this step is to identify specific defects
within CCTV inspection records for detailed review of CCTV inspection videos.
Defect match pairs are at least 2 defect records in the defect deterioration records
table that are located on the same pipe, at a similar location, but inspected at
different times. Identifying defect match pairs includes reviewing the defect
deterioration records table to locate the defects on two inspections, verifying the
defect location, and identify the defects in InfoAsset Planner software by Innovyze to
confirm whether there are reverse inspections or other inspection records that should
be considered.
4. CCTV Inspection Review – CCTV inspection video review is an important step in the
process because the structural defect coding will vary from record to record and the
accuracy of defect coding varies. In some cases, defect match pairs show that the
gravity sewer main condition has improved over time which is counter to industry
experience, professional judgment, and basic physics for gravity sewer mains. CCTV
inspection video review steps include:
a. Locate the CCTV video file name of the defect match pairs and open each CCTV
video file
b. Compare the videos side-by-side using a video media player
c. Verify the defect match pairs
d. Document findings and capture images of deterioration events and
representative images of defects that did not deteriorate.
5. Document Deterioration Identifiers – This step is used to document deterioration data
that can be used to evaluate the deterioration time period as well as the magnitude of
deterioration. The deterioration time period is important to understand how quickly
the defect deteriorates. Ultimately, the magnitude of deterioration identifier was not
used in the RR Plan, because there were very few defects that deteriorated.
However, understanding the magnitude of deterioration over time will be useful for
improving remediation decision making in the future. As part of the CCTV review, the
deterioration identifier columns in the deterioration review database are populated.
Once populated, the results may be analyzed. Deterioration identifiers include:
a. Any deterioration identified
b. Time between inspections
c. Defect code severity change
d. Defect size increase based on:
i.

Number of clock positions;

ii. % blockage; or
iii. Length of defect.
May 15, 2020 | 13
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6. Analyze Results – this step includes compiling and analyzing the results of the
deterioration identifier data.
The deterioration analysis results are presented in the following sections.

3.3

Deterioration Categorization
Data were compiled and categorized following defect match pair identification
(Deterioration Review Step 3) for a total of 381 defect match pairs. During CCTV video
review (Deterioration Review Step 4), defect match pairs were categorized as
“Deterioration Identified”, “No deterioration identified”, or “No comparable defect
identified during CCTV review.” The “No comparable defect identified during CCTV
review” indicates a gravity sewer main where a defect match pair could not be identified
during CCTV video review of inspections. The categorization results are included in
Table 3-1. Figure 3-3 presents a map of the gravity sewer mains with defects reviewed
for deterioration which shows that these defects are distributed throughout the system.
Table 3-1 – Deterioration Review Categorization
Category Description

Defect Match Pairs

Deterioration identified

10

No deterioration identified

193

No comparable defect identified during
CCTV video review

176

Total
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Figure 3-3 – Gravity Sewer Mains Reviewed for Defect Deterioration
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3.4

Deterioration and No-Deterioration Examples
Images of defect match pair deterioration were captured (Deterioration Review Step 4).
An example of deterioration is presented in Figure 3-1 and Figure 3-4 with a side-by-side
photo of each defect match pair and the year of inspection for each defect image.
Detailed information on all 10 cases of deterioration are provided in Appendix C.

Figure 3-4 – Pipe F535.010.F530.050.1 in 2014 (left) and 2018 (right)

There are 193 defect match pairs with no deterioration including 131 PACP grade 5
structural defects that were reviewed with no deterioration. Examples of defect match
pairs with no deterioration (Deterioration Review Step 4) are presented in Figure 3-5,
Figure 3-6,
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Figure 3-7, Figure 3-8, and Figure 3-9 with side-by-side photo of each defect match pair
and the year of inspection for each defect image. The defects with no deterioration
include defects such as holes with void visible, broken pipe with soil visible and deformed
pipe.
Figure 3-5 – Hole (H) Pipe K312.040.K312.07T.1 in 2012 (left) and 2018 (right)

Figure 3-6 – Hole Soil Visible (HSV) Pipe W802.030.W802.010.1 in 2014 (left) and 2017 (right)
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Figure 3-7 – Hole Void Visible (HVV) Pipe W800.030.W800.020.1 in 2012 (left) and 2015 (right)

Figure 3-8 – Broken Soil Visible (BSV) Pipe F390.160.F390.150.1 in 2012 (left) and 2016 (right)
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Figure 3-9 – Deformed (D) Pipe S952.190.S952.180.1 in 2013 (left) and 2018 (right)

3.5

Deterioration Analysis Results
This section presents the deterioration analysis results (Deterioration Review Step 6).
These results align with similar deterioration analyses HDR has performed and show that
deterioration is typically a slow process.
The 203 defect match pairs reviewed include 10 defect match pairs that deteriorated or
4.9% of all defect match pairs. PACP grade 5, grade 4 and grade 3 structural defects
were included in the deterioration review and PACP Grade 5 structural defects were the
primary focus making up 140 of the 203 defect match pairs. The PACP structural defect
grade is identified by the most recent inspection in the defect match pair. Deterioration
results for each PACP structural grade are presented in Table 3-2. Deterioration
analysis results indicate that less than 5% of defects deteriorated.
Table 3-2 – Deterioration Summary by PACP Structural Grade

Defect
Match Pairs

PACP
Grade 5
Match
Pairs

PACP
Grade 4
Match
Pairs

PACP
Grade 3
Match
Pairs

Defects with Match Pair Identified

203

140

61

2

Defect Match pair Deterioration Identified

10

9

1

0

4.9%

6.4%

1.6%

0%

Percent with Identified Deterioration

The deterioration results were analyzed and compared to different factors to determine if
certain factors contribute to deterioration. These factors include:
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•

Defect size
o

Clock position changes

o

Length

o

Percent blockage

•

Defect code

•

Gravity sewer main cleaning frequency

•

Number of cleanings since 2015

•

Root Defect Score

•

Maintenance Defect Score

•

Time between inspections

Deterioration analysis identified that defect size has a strong correlation with
defect deterioration. All PACP grade 5 structural defects that deteriorated initially
had a defect size of 2 or more clock position changes. This finding is supported by
other HDR deterioration analysis work which identified larger defects where soil is visible
and can be easily disturbed and displaced by cleaning. The definition of clock position
change per NASSCO PACP version 7.0.2 is presented in Figure 3-10. The deterioration
results by clock position change are presented in Table 3-3. Defect size was evaluated
with respect to length and percent blockage, but no correlation is identified.
Figure 3-10 – Clock Position Changes

Figure from NASSCO PACP v7.0.2
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Table 3-3 – Deterioration by Defect Size
Original Defect Deterioration
Size of Original Defect
(Clock Position Change)

No

Yes

0

28

0

1

10

0

2

28

3

3

17

0

4

21

1

5

11

0

6

11

0

7

11

1

8

10

1

9

1

0

10

0

0

11

1

0

12

24

4

Total

175

10

The original defect code was analyzed to determine whether some defects were more
likely to deteriorate than others. Table 3-4 presents the defect code analysis results for
PACP structural grade 4 and 5. There was one PACP grade 4 defect that deteriorated
from a Fracture Multiple (FM) to another PACP grade 4 defect of Broken (B). No PACP
structural grade 4 defects deteriorated to a structural grade 5. There were several
PACP structural grade 5 defects that deteriorated, but no conclusions about specific
defect code deterioration were identified due to the limited number of deterioration
events. Table 3-4 shows that 7 percent of PACP Grade 5 structural defects evaluated
deteriorated. District staff indicate that adjustments are made to gravity sewer main
cleaning methods and frequency for gravity sewer mains with severe defects to extend
the useful life of the gravity sewer mains and reduce deterioration.
The totals presented in Table 3-3 and Table 3-4 for “No deterioration” do not match the
totals presented in Table 3-2 because multiple original inspection defects may be coded
at the same location and matched to a single more recently inspected matched pair
defect. The converse is also true, a single original inspection defect with no deterioration
may be matched with multiple recent inspection defects in the matched pair.
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Table 3-4 – Deterioration by Defect Code
Original Defect Deterioration

No

Yes

Total

Percent
Deteriorated

Broken (B)

46

0

46

0.0%

Fracture Hinge 3 (FH3)

2

0

2

0.0%

Fracture Hinge 4 (FH4)

5

0

5

0.0%

Fracture Multiple (FM)

0

1

1

100.0%

Hole (H)

1

0

1

0.0%

Point Repair Patch Defective
(PRPD)

1

0

1

0.0%

PACP 4 Total

55

1

56

1.8%

Broken Soil Visible (BSV)

28

4

32

12.5%

Broken Void Visible (BVV)

3

1

4

25.0%

Deformed (D)

8

1

9

11.1%

Hole (H)

3

0

3

0.0%

Hole Soil Visible (HSV)

46

2

48

4.2%

Hole Void Visible (HVV)

29

0

29

0.0%

Surface Damage Missing
Wall (SMW)

2

0

2

0.0%

Collapse (XP)

0

1

1

100.0%

PACP 5 Total

119

9

128

7.0%

Original Defect Code
PACP 4

PACP 5

The duration between inspections and defect deterioration are analyzed to determine if a
correlation could be made regarding the timing of defect deterioration. The number of
defects that have deteriorated and the years between inspections is presented in
Figure 3-11. The average duration between inspections for defect match pairs is 3
years and the maximum duration between inspections is 8 years. These results
indicate that most PACP grade 5 structural defects will remain stable over a 4 year
period.
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Figure 3-11 – Defect Deterioration Over Time

No correlation with defect deterioration was identified for the following factors:
•

Gravity sewer main cleaning frequency

•

Number of cleanings since 2015

•

Root Defect Score

•

Maintenance Defect Score.

This result could be due to the limited number of deterioration events identified. Typically,
gravity sewer main cleaning can cause deterioration if operations staff are using
improper cleaning methods, pressures or equipment such as nozzle selection. The
results appear to indicate the operations staff are managing potentially delicate gravity
sewer mains effectively. This aligns with District staff input indicating the cleaning
methods have been updated from rodding to jetting which is less damaging to pipe.
District cleaning crews can also view CCTV defects in the field which is helpful to avoid
further damage to existing defects.

3.5.1

Additional Findings
Data analysis and review provided the following additional findings:
•

It was difficult to automate the defect review process through queries of CCTV
records tables and get accurate results.
o

There were a number of examples of pipes where condition had “improved”
over time based on the inspection records. This is likely due to a change in
defect coding practices or coding consistency.

o

Match pair defect locations using the “distance” data in different CCTV
inspection data and videos did not always align due to reverse inspections or
a different inspection start point
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o
•

Reverse inspections cause challenges identifying matched pairs in an
automated way

Recommended process for formatting CCTV data records for analysis
o

Format CCTV data records in one table with one to many relationship
between matched defect pairs (e.g., Multiple rows for different defect and
inspection information for each matched pair)


o
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Consider a manual process to create single row for each set of matched
pairs for many deterioration records. HDR has used this approach previously.
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4

Reinspection and Repair Guidelines
The reinspection and repair guidelines are developed based on the results of the gravity
sewer main deterioration analysis documented in Section 4, industry experience and
District institutional knowledge and input. The District previously developed a repair
guideline decision logic that could be used in a manual process to recommend gravity
sewers for different repair technologies during implementation of the 2013 IAMP. This
logic was used as a starting point for discussion and updated to develop an automated
decision logic. The updated reinspection and repair guidelines are documented in an
automated decision logic that is implemented in InfoAsset Planner software and used to
provide recommendations for reinspection and repair for each asset in the InfoAsset
Manager Collection Pipe feature. The decision logic provides a transparent,
defensible, consistent, and efficient approach for decision making that can be
used to effectively evaluate reinspection and repair plan alternatives.
The decision logic leverages the District’s CCTV inspections, GIS, InfoAsset Manager,
construction bid tabulations and other readily available data for gravity sewers to
recommend a repair or reinspection action and provide a cost.
This recommendation will ultimately be reviewed by District staff and updated during
project packaging to account for site conditions and other considerations that the
InfoAsset Planner software is not intended to consider. Although the rules built into the
decision logic are based on professional and engineering judgment, they do not replace
the need for review and validation by skilled professionals. This decision logic is the first
iteration of an ongoing process where the District will refine the decision logic over time
based on adaptive management principals and lessons learned.
The InfoAsset Manager Collection Pipe feature includes force mains, laterals, gravity
sewer mains and some mains that are not owned by the District. Based on discussions
with the District, the force mains, laterals, and gravity sewer mains that are not owned by
the District are appropriate for inclusion in the model at this time so that inspection data
collected in the future on this infrastructure may be incorporated in the results.
This section documents the decision logic including the inputs, decision points, and
outputs that make up the reinspection and repair guidelines.

4.1

Decision Logic Inputs
The decision logic includes several key inputs including CCTV inspection data, gravity
sewer main attribute information from InfoAsset Manager and GIS, a defect code table,
unit costs and other data tables. Each input is described in the following sections.

4.1.1

CCTV Data
The District’s ongoing CCTV inspection program is comprised of the following activities:
•

Proactive Monitoring – The District proactively inspects gravity sewers with
CCTV inspection. The District’s current program includes inspection of the entire
system within 10 years.
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•

Requests and Referrals – This includes CCTV inspection resulting from activities
such as SSO response, customer calls, engineering requests and District
cleaning crew findings.

•

Construction Acceptance – After completion of construction, the completed work
is inspected using CCTV.

As of summer 2019, the District has an inspection record for approximately 95 percent of
the gravity sewer mains which are shown in Figure 4-1. Force mains have not been
inspected.
Inspection data with CCTV video and defect codes identify structural condition defects in
gravity sewer pipes. This CCTV data is a primary input that drives the decision logic
results and data quality is important. One area of potential quality issues include
abandoned CCTV inspections (Defect code = MSA). In a few cases, the defect that
caused the inspection to be abandoned was not coded. This could result in the decision
logic missing significant defects. The District queried staff comments in the CCTV defect
coding data and made updates to address this potential data quality concern.
District staff utilize the following coding practices in order for the CCTV data to be
geocoded properly in InfoAsset Manager. These practices include:
•

The worst defect is coded if multiple defects are within 1 foot of each other, but
the clock positions for all defects at this location are coded. This may result in
some conservative results from the decision logic.

•

Continuous structural defects are not coded. Continuous defects are coded at
each 3 feet interval.

•

Inspections prior to 2017 include "rod hole" (maintenance cleanout) defects
which would typically be repaired or addressed with other manholes rather than
gravity sewer mains. This may results in some conservative results from the
decision logic.

The resulting CCTV data set is of adequate quality for making repair recommendations
for budgeting and planning purposes. District staff indicate that the defect coding quality
has varied over time and the data quality is better after 2013. It will be important for the
District to review the results of the decision logic recommendations prior to
implementation of repairs or capital projects.
The CCTV data was provided in an InfoAsset Manager geodatabase export by the
District to HDR on 11/6/2019. Each CCTV inspection defect is geocoded in InfoAsset
Planner software for use in processing through the decision logic, identifying repair
lengths and remediation costs.
InfoAsset Planner software will incorporate all CCTV inspections into the decision logic
up to a certain time period from the most recent inspection. The default setting is 10
days. The District is using 365 days for this setting to account for reverse inspections or
other activities completed in the prior year from the most recent CCTV inspection.
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Figure 4-1. Gravity Sewer Main CCTV Inspections
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4.1.2

Gravity Sewer Main Attribute Information
The InfoAsset Manager database includes the Collection Pipe feature which includes
spatial data and attribute information for the gravity sewer pipelines. This gravity sewer
data was exported from InfoAsset Manager and provided to HDR on 11/6/2019. Several
of these attributes including material, diameter and install decade are summarized and
presented in Section 1. This data is linked to the CCTV data using the unique asset ID
USMH.DSMH.LinkSuffix through the InfoAsset Planner software for spatial mapping of
decision logic results and cost analysis. The Districts also has a UID field that is used in
InfoAsset Manager for each unique asset and this ID is included in outputs.

4.1.3

InfoAsset Planner Rehabilitation Method Defect Code Table
The defect code table in InfoAsset Planner identifies rehabilitation methods for each
defect. Defects that are assigned a rehabilitation method are processed through the
decision logic and are recommended for a repair action. The InfoAsset Planner
rehabilitation methods assigned to defects include the following.
•

Replacement – Identifies gravity sewer main defects for manhole to manhole
replacement. Defects that could trigger a manhole to manhole replacement with
a single defect include lining failures and sags. However, the District and HDR
reviewed these defects in the data and decided to exclude them as a trigger for
manhole to manhole replacement because mains with these defects are often
maintained by the District without replacement. Consequently, there are currently
no individual defects identified for manhole to manhole replacement. Gravity
sewer mains with multiple defects, confirmed critical sags after District review,
access issues, site constraints and other factors may ultimately be recommended
for replacement.

•

Open Cut Spot Repair – Identifies gravity sewer mains for open cut technology
remediation. These includes defects such as large offset joints that may not be
repaired with a trenchless technology.

•

Localized Liner – Identifies gravity sewer main defects for trenchless technology
remediation.

The list of defects and rehabilitation method is included in Appendix D.

4.1.4

Unit Costs
Unit costs were developed based on recent costs from in-house and contracted renewal
within the District’s collection system and industry experience. Unit costs are calculated
by summing the following costs for each gravity sewer pipe diameter and repair action
(e.g., replacement, open cut spot repair, localized liner, etc.). An example calculation is
presented in Table 4-1 for the CIPP repair action.
•
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Material Cost – Typically the cost provided on a construction project bid
tabulation for a specific rehabilitation technology and specific pipe diameter (e.g.,
8-inch CIPP, 8-inch Pipe Burst, 8-inch Replace, 8-inch Open Cut Spot Repair)
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•

Installation Factor – This includes other construction costs that make up the
total construction cost associated with typical projects including mobilization,
fittings, excavation, bedding, backfill, traffic control, by-pass pumping, equipment,
labor, pavement or non-ROW patching or improvements. These costs vary by
repair technology due to different impacts on streets and laterals and range from
20 percent to 65 percent.

•

Capital Cost Factor – Assumed to address costs related to agency
administration, design, construction management and construction contingency.
These costs vary by repair technology due to different design and planning
needs for each technology and range from 37 percent to 45 percent.

The unit costs and cost factors are documented in Appendix E. In addition to these unit
costs and factors which are applied in InfoAsset Planner software, a project packaging
factor of 20 percent is applied to capital costs. This factor is used to identify the capital
costs to account for gravity mains added to a capital project. Project packaging costs are
not added to localized liner repairs performed by District crews. There are a number of
reasons additional gravity mains may need to be added to a capital project. One example
is for project continuity and to limit community impacts such that a gravity sewer main
with some defects located between two gravity sewer mains that will be lined with CIPP
may also be lined with CIPP. Another example is to address secondary defects on mains
impacted by a pavement moratorium.
The resulting opinion of cost estimates using the unit costs and data input into InfoAsset
Planner are suitable for planning level budgeting and alternatives evaluation. These
estimates do not account for all considerations that may impact project cost (e.g., site
conditions, environmental impacts, operational constraints, community impacts).
Consequently, actual costs will vary. Development of a project opinion of cost is
recommended during project packaging.

4.1.5

Material Cost
(per LF)

Installation
Factor

Construction
Cost
(per LF)

Capital Cost
Factor

Capital Costs
(per LF)

Project
Packaging
Factor

Total Cost
(per LF)

CIPP

Diameter
(inches)

Repair Action

Table 4-1 – Unit Cost Calculation Example

8

$47

1.5

$70

1.45

$102

1.2

$122

Processed Data Tables for Use in InfoAsset Planner
The CCTV and InfoAsset Manager data requires processing outside of InfoAsset Planner
to be used in the InfoAsset Planner decision logic. Additional tables are created using
SQL coding to identify gravity mains on previously completed projects, mains with large
PACP grade 5 defects, and mains with deformations on plastic or rigid pipe. Section 6
documents the criteria incorporated in the decision logic and Appendix F includes the
SQL coding.
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4.2

Decision Logic and Recommended Actions
This section summarizes the decision logic recommended actions for each gravity sewer
main with inspection data that processed through the decision logic.
The decision logic output is divided into two categories including recommended actions
and comments for the reviewer. The recommended action documents the primary risk
management recommendation for the pipe. The comments for the reviewer notes include
information for the person packaging projects or reviewing the recommended action.
Recommended actions include:
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•

CCTV – The gravity sewer main CCTV inspection record has an inspection
length of zero (which may indicate a different inspection method was used such
as a push camera or jetter camera). These may have an older CCTV record that
is excluded from InfoAsset Planner because the inspection occurred more than
365 days prior to the most recent record. These mains are recommended for
CCTV inspection or review.

•

Replace – Replacement of gravity sewer from manhole to manhole.

•

Open Cut Spot Repair – Open cut gravity sewer spot repair typically 6 to 8 feet in
length unless there are multiple repairs that overlap.

•

Open Cut Spot Repair Cost Review – The same as an Open Cut Repair,
however the cost is determined differently due to implementation in InfoAsset
Planner. The InfoAsset Planner software is unable to calculate the unit cost for
an Open Cut Spot Repair action if the defect that is driving that action is identified
with a Localized Liner rehabilitation method. An alternative unit cost is created in
InfoAsset Planner to calculate the cost for this action. This alternative method
uses the cost for an average number of open cut spot repairs per main (assumed
to be 1.5) divided by the average gravity sewer main length from manhole to
manhole (assumed to be 190 feet) to create a new unit cost. This unit cost is
then applied to the manhole to manhole length of gravity sewer main with the
Open Cut Spot Repair Cost Review action. Costs should be reviewed in more
detail for this action. An example calculation includes the following:
o

8-inch gravity main unit cost for Open Cut Spot Repair = $7,025

o

150 feet long 8-inch gravity main is recommended for Open Cut Spot Repair
Cost Review. The unit cost is calculated as = 1.5 x $7,025 / 190 feet =
$55.46 cost per linear foot. The estimated cost for the Open Cut Spot Repair
Cost Review action for this main is 150 feet x $55.46 per linear foot = $8,319.

•

Localized Liner – Trenchless gravity sewer main repair typically 4 feet in length
and performed by District crews.

•

CIPP – gravity sewer rehabilitation lining from manhole to manhole.

•

Pipe Burst – Pipe bursting is a trenchless replacement technology that includes
bursting the existing pipe and simultaneously pulling or pushing a new pipe in
place behind the bursting head. The new pipe may be larger in diameter than the
original pipe.
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•

Review – These mains have no defects on the inspection record or the pipe type
is not sewer. The gravity sewers may have inspection with some other inspection
technology and a prior CCTV inspection that occurred more than 365 days from
the most recent inspection.

•

Monitor - 4-Years – Gravity sewer is recommended for reinspection in 4 years.
Monitoring could be completed through CCTV or other appropriate inspection
technology.

•

Monitor - 8-Years – Gravity sewer is recommended for reinspection in 8 years.
Monitoring could be completed through CCTV or other appropriate inspection
technology.

•

Monitor - 12-Years – Gravity sewer is recommended for reinspection in 12 years.
Monitoring could be completed through CCTV or other appropriate inspection
technology.

Comments for the reviewer include:
•

Active Inspection with Length of 0 – Gravity sewers with an inspection length of 0
feet

•

Count of Defects is NULL – Gravity sewers with no defects on the CCTV
inspection are flagged with a comment and recommended for review. The gravity
sewers may have inspection with some other inspection technology and a prior
CCTV inspection more than 365 days from the most recent inspection.

•

Pipe Type is not Sewer – Infrastructure in the InfoAsset Manager Collection Pipe
feature that is not a sewer main will be flagged with a comment and identified for
review.

•

Rehab Date or Project – Gravity sewers that have a rehab date reported under
the CDO or a recently completed project associated with it are flagged with a
comment and recommended for CCTV. The specific criteria include the following:
o

InfoAsset Manager Field User_Date_3 (CDO Restore/ Rehab/ Replace
Report Date field) is blank, the main is owned by the District, and the main is
not on a project identified in InfoAsset Manager field User_Text_9 (CIP
Project No)


•

Mains on the following projects as identified in the User_Text_9 (CIP
Project No) field are recommended for CCTV: ‘FY 2014 Gravity Sewer
Rehabilitation - Foss Ave', 'FY 2014 Gravity Sewer Rehabilitation - Group
A','FY 2014 Gravity Sewer Rehabilitation - Group B', 'FY 2014/15 Pipeline
Rehabilitation Project', 'FY 2014/15 PRP', 'FY 2015/16', 'FY 2015/16
Gravity Sewer Improvement Project', 'FY 2016/17', 'FY 2016/17 Gravity
Sewer Improvement Project', 'FY 2016/17 GSR', 'FY02- ?', 'FY03', 'FY04',
'FY05', 'FY06-?', 'FY06-1', 'FY06-2', 'FY07-1', 'LDGS I', 'LDGS II', 'LDGS
II-2', 'LDGS III', 'LDGS_II'

MSA – Does inspection have MSA defect (Abandoned CCTV inspection to
comments).
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The flow diagram shown in Figure 4-2 documents the decision logic for gravity mains.
Recommended actions are represented by circles in bold and underlined text. Comments
for the reviewer are represented by circles at the beginning of the flow diagram in regular
font text, and decision points are represented by diamonds in the flow chart.
Key decision points in the decision logic include the following for each action:
•

Gravity sewer mains recommended for any repair action
o

o

•

•



Pipe collapse defects (Defect code = X, XB, XP)



Large PACP grade 5 structural defects that are 2 or more clock position
changes in size



Deformed pipe
Plastic pipe deformation greater than or equal to 40 percent.

•

Rigid pipe deformation greater than or equal to 20 percent.

•

Deformation defect codes DBFI, DFC, DFE, DFBR greater than or
equal to 25 percent. District staff identified potential maintenance
issues for equipment access associated with these defects and
deformation percent.

These defects continue through the decision logic for repair, rehabilitation or
replacement actions. Gravity sewers with pipe collapse defects will also
continue through the logic.

o

Defects with a Replacement rehabilitation method assigned to them are
recommended for the Replacement action.

o

Gravity sewers with at least one defect with the open cut spot repair
rehabilitation method and more than four defects with the open cut spot
repair or localized liner rehabilitation method are recommended for
replacement. This decision point is based on the economics of multiple open
cut spot repairs vs replacement and typical District practices.

Open Cut Spot Repair
Gravity sewers with more than two defects with the open cut spot repair
rehabilitation method defect and less than four open cut spot repair or
localized liner repair type defects.

Localized Liner Repair
o

Gravity sewers with:
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•

Replacement

o

•

The following defects are the primary defects that drive the decision logic and
results. Gravity sewers without these defects are recommended for
monitoring inspections in the future. This decision point is based on the
results of the deterioration analysis documented in Section 3, input from
District staff and the alternatives analysis documented in Section 5.

at least one defect with the localized liner rehabilitation method; and
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•



the total rehabilitation length in InfoAsset Planner is less than or equal to
45 feet (this length is based on input from District staff and an evaluation
of alternatives included in Section 5); and



the diameter is 4 inches or larger (Less than 4-inch diameter gravity
sewer mains are very difficult to maintain if lined with a localized liner.
District staff indicated they could maintain a 4-inch diameter gravity sewer
main with a localized liner);

CIPP Lining
o

o

Gravity sewers with:


no defects with the open cut spot repair rehabilitation method; and



more than eight defects with the localized liner rehabilitation method
(based on evaluation of alternatives included in Section 5); and



the diameter is larger than 6 inches (6-inch diameter gravity sewer mains
can be difficult maintain if lined with CIPP and District preference would
be to pipe burst where practicable)

Gravity sewers with:


•

Pipe Bursting
o

•

Less than or equal to two defects with the open cut spot repair
rehabilitation method and more than two defects with the localized liner
rehabilitation method.

Gravity sewers identified for CIPP, but the pipe diameter is 6 inches or
smaller. Pipe Bursting may be used to increase the pipe diameter.

Monitoring through future inspection
o

Gravity sewer mains with a PACP grade 5 structural defect that are not
recommended for a repair action are recommended for monitoring in 4 years.

o

Gravity sewer mains with a PACP grade 4 structural defect that are not
recommended for a repair action are recommended for monitoring in 8 years.

o

Gravity sewer mains with a PACP grade 1, 2 or 3 structural defect that are
not recommended for a repair action are recommended for monitoring in 12
years.
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Figure 4-2. Gravity Sewer Condition Risk Mitigation Decision Logic Flow Diagram
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5

Prioritization Guidelines
This section describes the prioritization guidelines for use in scheduling remediation work
including repair, rehabilitation, or future inspection work. These guidelines can be applied
to gravity main in the District’s system and are intended to support addressing higher risk
gravity sewer mains first. However, actual work scheduling will vary on a case-by-case
basis and additional factors may be considered when the District is packaging projects
and scheduling work. The following criteria has been identified for use in prioritization
based on readily available data, industry experience, and institutional knowledge from
District staff:
•

Pavement Moratorium – Once a street paving project has been completed, it is
significantly more expensive to complete sewer replacement and open cut repair
projects due to the repaving standards in the pavement moratorium
requirements. There is also some loss of service on the roadway due to the
repaving required and a perceived lack of coordination between street work and
utility work from the public. Replacement and open cut repair work should be
scheduled to align with pavement moratorium schedules where practicable.

•

PACP Structural Defect Severity and Size – The District uses the NASSCO
PACP defect coding system to assign structural defect severity condition ratings
to each defect that range in grade from 0 to 5 with 5 the most severe. The
deterioration analysis documented in this RR Plan identified that large PACP
defects with a size of 2 or more clock position changes may deteriorate. Pipes
with these defects or more than one of these defects are higher priority. Gravity
sewers with multiple structural grade 5 or 4 defects are also higher priority.

•

Pipe Diameter – Gravity sewer mains that are less than 6 inches in diameter are
difficult to maintain, and have a higher potential to have issues that lead to SSOs.
These gravity sewer mains are generally higher priority to prevent SSOs. Issues
on gravity mains that are 12 or 15 inches in diameter are generally higher priority
than gravity mains that are 6 to 10 inches in diameter due to the higher flows and
potential for larger SSOs.

•

SSO History – Gravity sewer mains that have had an SSO may have an SSO in
the future if not remediated through maintenance or rehabilitation. Gravity sewer
mains that have had an SSO in the past two years are higher priority.

•

Proximity to Waterways – Waterways are environmentally sensitive and SSOs
to waterways are higher risk. Consequently, gravity sewer mains within 300 feet
of a waterway are higher priority.

•

Proximity to Schools and Parks – Schools and parks are sensitive community
facilities and SSOs near these areas are higher risk. Gravity sewer mains within
a park or within 500 feet of a school are higher priority.

•

Transportation Impacts – SSOs can have a greater impact on transportation
when they occur on roadways with greater traffic volume. Gravity sewer mains
within 100 feet of a major or secondary roadway are higher priority. Major
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roadways include Butterfield Road, Center Blvd, College Avenue, Doherty Drive,
Magnolia Avenue, Red Hill Avenue, Miracle Mile, and Sir Francis Drake Blvd.
Secondary roadways include Bolinas Road, Bon Air Road, Eliseo Drive, Kent
Avenue, Laurel Grove Avenue, San Anselmo Avenue, and Wolfe Grade.
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•

Landslide Areas – SSOs or failures in landslide areas can be challenging to
respond to or may result in additional damages. Gravity sewer mains in these
areas are higher priority.

•

Coordination with other Construction Projects – Other construction projects
present opportunities or challenges to remediating gravity sewer mains. Some
construction projects such as storm water main improvements or significant
roadway upgrades provide opportunities to remediate sewers during construction
and share costs. Other construction projects present challenges and limitations
to remediating gravity sewer mains. Prioritizing gravity sewer main remediation
with other construction projects is recommended on a case-by-case basis.
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6

Reinspection and Repair Plan
This section documents the recommended reinspection and repair plan based on the
deterioration analysis presented in Section 4 and reinspection and repair guidelines
documented in Section 5.

6.1

Repair Plan Alternatives
HDR developed five repair plan alternatives for evaluation and District consideration.
Alternatives 1 through 4 target primary structural defects including:
•

Pipe collapse defects

•

Large PACP grade 5 structural defects that are 2 or more clock position changes
in size

•

Deformed pipe defects (ranging from 20 percent deformed for rigid pipe to 40
percent for plastic pipe)

These primary defects are based on the deterioration analysis documented in Section 4.
Alternative 5 is developed as a comparison to Alternative 2 and targets different primary
structural defects including pipe collapse defects and all PACP grade 5 structural
defects. Alternative 5 is similar to the District’s current strategy in that PACP grade 5
structural defects are either repaired or reinspected frequently. Gravity sewer mains with
the targeted primary defects are processed through the decision logic and a repair action
is recommended. These gravity sewer mains may also have secondary defects which
are also incorporated for repair in the decision logic recommendations. The secondary
defects are documented in Appendix D and include the defects with a rehabilitation
method assigned to them.
Alternatives 1, 2 and 5 are focused on spot repairs, while alternatives 3 and 4 are
focused on manhole to manhole remediation. Alternatives that focus on spot repairs
target the primary defects and address secondary defects on mains with primary defects.
Alternatives that focus on manhole to manhole remediation target gravity sewer mains
with primary defects and address most other defects on these gravity sewer mains
including secondary defects and very minor defects such as cracks and light roots in
joints.
Table 6-1 summarizes each alternative including the criteria that triggers a manhole to
manhole remediation instead of a spot repair. One criteria uses the Rehab Length
calculated in InfoAsset Planner software which is the length of localized liners identified
to address the defects on the gravity sewer main. A second criteria is the number of
localized liners calculated in InfoAsset Planner software required to address the defects
on the gravity sewer main. If either of these criteria are exceeded, the gravity sewer main
is recommended for manhole to manhole remediation (e.g., replacement, CIPP, or pipe
burst).
Table 6-1 also identifies the number of localized liner repairs for each alternative. The
District currently has an in-house repair program executed by District staff using localized
liners that is lower cost than capital project delivery for similar repairs. The District has
invested in developing this capability including specialized repair vehicles, tools and
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training for District staff. The results of this investment are a very low cost and highly
effective localized liner repair program for addressing structural defects.
Table 6-1 – Repair Plan Alternative Information
Primary Defects
Addressed

Alternative
No.

PACP Structural Grade 5s

Localized
Liner
Repairs

Most Spot Repairs

Rehab Length >45 feet or
localized liners >8

147

More Spot Repairs

Rehab Length >35 feet or
localized liners >3

126

3

More Manhole to
Manhole Remediation

Rehab Length >25 feet or
of localized liners >2

96

4

Most Manhole to
Manhole Remediation

Rehab Length >10 feet or
of localized liners >1

60

More Spot Repairs

Rehab Length >35 feet or
localized liners >3

190

1
PACP Structural Grade 5s
with 2 or more Clock
Position Changes,
Collapses, Significant
Deformation

Remediation Strategy

Manhole to Manhole
Remediation Criteria

2

5

Table 6-2 presents the miles of repair and cost for each alternative. The length presented
is the summation of gravity sewer main length from manhole to manhole that is
recommended for a repair, rehabilitation or replacement action. Capital Project Costs
include work that is typically completed through a capital project (e.g., replacement, open
cut repairs, CIPP, and pipe bursting). Localized liner repair costs are typically completed
by District repair crews and are budgeted differently than capital projects. The costs are
based on the assumptions and unit costs described in Section 4.1.4. Total costs are less
for alternatives that target spot repairs because the unit costs for spot repairs are less
than manhole to manhole remediation.
Alternative 1 is recommended for implementation at a cost of $11.9 million. A
comparison of Alternative 2 and Alternative 5 shows that utilizing the results of the
deterioration analysis incorporated in Alternatives 1-4 will save District ratepayers
$5 million in repair plan costs while addressing deterioration risk.
These opinion of cost estimates are in 2020 dollars and are appropriate for planning level
budgeting and alternatives evaluation. These estimates do not account for all
considerations that may impact project cost (e.g., site conditions, environmental impacts,
operational constraints, community impacts). Consequently, actual costs will vary.
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Table 6-2 – Repair Plan Alternative Costs
Primary
Defects
Addressed

PACP
Structural
Grade 5s with
2 or more
Clock Position
Changes,
Collapses,
Significant
Deformation

PACP
Structural
Grade 5s

6.2

Alternative
No.

Remediation
Strategy

Length
(miles)

Capital
Project
Cost
($M)

Localized
Liner Repair
Cost
($M)

Total Cost
($M)

1

Most Spot Repairs

8.5

$8.7

$0.8

$9.5

2

More Spot Repairs

8.5

$11.0

$0.6

$11.6

3

More Manhole to
Manhole
Remediation

8.5

$14.4

$0.3

$14.7

4

Most Manhole to
Manhole
Remediation

8.5

$18.2

$0.1

$18.3

5

More Spot Repairs

12.9

$15.8

$0.8

$16.6

Repair Plan
The repair plan is intended to provide appropriate budgeting for gravity sewer main
remediation that balances cost, risk, and level of service. This repair plan is intended to
be updated regularly as the District collects additional inspection information in the
system and as District priorities change.
Table 6-3 documents the recommended actions from Alternative 1 including length of
each action and cost. The length is calculated from manhole to manhole for the gravity
sewer main addressed by the recommended action. Figure 6-1 presents the cost
information by recommended action and Figure 6-2 presents the proportion of each
recommended action by length. These figures show that the repair plan focuses
investments on trenchless technologies (e.g., localized liner repairs and pipe
bursting) that have less impact to the community than open cut trench
technologies. District staff indicate that 37% of gravity sewer mains are located in
property easements. Trenchless technologies will reduce the impacts to ratepayer
properties and the environment in these easements.
Figure 6-3 presents a map of the repair plan actions which show that the recommended
work is distributed throughout the system. The actual repair methods for each location
may vary based on site conditions and other factors. The District may also reprioritize the
work based on adaptive management using additional data collected in the future and
lessons learned.
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Table 6-3 – Repair Plan Actions
Gravity Sewer
Main Length
(miles)

Percent by Length
(%)

Total Cost
($M)

Localized Liner Repair

5.5

65%

$0.8

CIPP

0.0

0%

$0.0

Open Cut Spot Repair

1.0

12%

$1.8

Open Cut Spot Repair + Review

0.0

0%

$0.0

Pipe burst

1.7

20%

$5.2

Replace

0.2

3%

$1.7

Total

8.5

100%

$9.5

Repair Plan Actions

Figure 6-1 – Repair Plan Action Cost

Figure 6-2 – Repair Plan Action Percent by Length
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Figure 6-3 – Repair Plan Map
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HDR recommends the District target completing the repair plan over a 5 year period.
Completing the work in this timeframe is expected to address most primary defects
before they deteriorate based on the deterioration analysis. This timeframe will also
provide time for the District to perform additional CCTV inspection to identify future repair
needs in the system. Table 6-4 documents the cost per year. Costs are included
separately for capital project costs and localized liner repairs because the work for each
is typically budgeted separately.
Table 6-4 – Repair Plan Cost
Repair Plan Year
Capital Project Costs ($M)
Localized Liner Repair Costs ($M)

Total Cost ($M)

6.3

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

$1.74

$1.74

$1.74

$1.74

$1.74

$0.17

$0.17

$0.17

$0.17

$0.17

$1.90

$1.90

$1.90

$1.90

$1.90

Reinspection Plan
HDR identified two reinspection plan alternatives for evaluation by the District. Alternative
A is to continue a program similar to the current inspection program which is based on
the 2013 IAMP. This alternative includes reinspection of PACP grade 5 structural defects
every 3 years, reinspection of PACP grade 4 structural defects every 5 years,
reinspection of PACP grade 1-3 structural defects every 10 years and inspection of the
remainder of the gravity sewer main system over 10 years.
Alternative B incorporates the deterioration analysis and lessons learned since
implementation of the 2013 IAMP. This alternative includes:
•

Reinspection of PACP grade 5 structural defects over a 4 year period.

•

Reinspection of PACP grade 4 structural defects over an 8 year period.

•

Reinspection of PACP grade 1-3 structural defects over a 12 year period and
inspection of the remaining gravity sewer mains over a 12 year period.

A small portion of the remaining gravity sewer mains recommended for a 12 year
inspection frequency have not yet received an inspection. These mains may have been
installed recently and a 12 year or longer inspection period may be appropriate.
However, HDR recommends these mains be evaluated during detailed CCTV program
planning to determine the appropriate schedule for inspection.
The reinspection frequencies are planned to balance cost and risk and also ease of
inspection scheduling. The inspection frequencies are multiples of 4 years. This
approach allows for scheduling inspection geographically such that a single
neighborhood or area, can be revisited once every 4 years. This approach can result in
improved scheduling efficiencies and reduced drive time and mobilization time for District
crews.
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The quantity of reinspection for each inspection frequency is included in Table 6-5.
Reinspection Alternative B is recommended for District implementation and
includes approximately 16.3 miles of inspection per year. The results show that
the Alternative B reinspection program using the deterioration results and lessons
learned since the 2013 IAMP is 5 miles less of gravity sewer main inspection per
year. This reduction will allow District staff to focus resources on other District
priorities such as manhole rehabilitation, repairs, and I&I investigations. Figure 6-4
presents a map of the reinspection plan recommendations for Alternative B. These
reinspection frequencies are expected to change over time as the District collects more
data.
Table 6-5 – Small Diameter Gravity Sewer Main Reinspection Alternatives

Alternative

A

Reinspection
Alternative
Description

Similar to
Current
Inspection
Program

Reinspection
Frequency
(years)

Small
Diameter
Gravity
Sewer
Length
(miles)

Inspection
Length per
Year
(miles)

CCTV (See Note 1)

10

76

7.6

Monitor – 12 Years – PACP Structural
Grade 1, 2, 3

10

87

8.7

Monitor – 8 years – PACP Structural
Grade 4

4

17

4.1

Monitor – 4 years – PACP Structural
Grade 5

3

3

1.0

182

21.4

Reinspection Plan Actions

Alternative A Total

B

Updated
Inspection
Frequencies
Based on
Deterioration
Analysis

CCTV (See Note 1)

12

76

6.3

Monitor – 12 Years – PACP Structural
Grade 1, 2, 3

12

87

7.2

Monitor – 8 years – PACP Structural
Grade 4

8

17

2.1

Monitor – 4 years – PACP Structural
Grade 5

4

3

0.7

182

16.3

Alternative B Total

Note 1. This action includes gravity sewer mains for initial inspection and post construction inspection. This also
includes gravity sewer mains recommended for a repair or review action.
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Figure 6-4 – Reinspection Plan Map for Alternative B
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7

Implementation Recommendations
This section documents implementation recommendations for District consideration
when implementing the RR Plan.
•

The repair plan is designed to address small diameter gravity sewer main
structural condition risk. The District has other competing priorities including I&I
reduction and other infrastructure improvement needs for manholes, force mains
and lift stations. HDR recommends the District consider a CIP prioritization effort
to focus spending on the highest risk and highest value projects. The District
currently has a contract in place to perform this work.

•

HDR recommends the District update the deterioration analysis after 4 years to
inform development of future updates to the repair and reinspection program. A
deterioration analysis in 4 years aligns with the current 5 year repair plan and the
4 year reinspection program for PACP structural grade 5 defects. HDR
recommends the District consider focusing on PACP grade 4 and grade 5
structural defects that have roots in the defects. The deterioration analysis
completed for the RR plan did not identify a correlation between deterioration of
defects in the pipe barrel wall with roots, but this correlation has been identified in
HDR deterioration analyses of other collection systems.

•

The District will review the decision logic actions, update the action if needed
based on site conditions or other considerations, and then package repair plan
actions into projects using the prioritization guidelines documented in Section 5.
During this process, HDR recommends the District update the costs for each
project since the InfoAsset Planner results do not account for site conditions and
other considerations.

•

When packaging projects there will be opportunities to group packages by repair
type (e.g., CIPP, Open Cut Spot Repair) which can result in construction cost
savings since some contractors only perform one type of work. HDR
recommends the District consider packaging projects by repair type.

•

There will also be opportunities to package projects geographically to reduce
contractor mobilization costs. HDR recommends the District consider grouping
projects geographically.

•

When reviewing and updating InfoAsset Planner recommendations, HDR
recommends the District document when a repair action is updated or changed
and the reason for the update. This will facilitate refinement of the decision logic
over time and improved accuracy of InfoAsset Planner results in the future.

•

HDR recommends the gravity mains with a recommendation of “CCTV” be
evaluated further during detailed CCTV program planning to determine the
appropriate inspection frequency.
o
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year inspection frequency. District staff indicated that these inspections could
be the result of a push camera, jet scan, or other inspection. Other mains
with the “CCTV” recommendation may be new or rehabilitated recently and
may not require inspection in the near future (possibly more than 12 years
from the renewal work).
o

•

The current decision logic recommends gravity mains for CCTV if the main
had remediation work reported in the CDO or the main was on a recently
completed project. In the future, during the next update of the RR Plan or
after reinspection of these mains, HDR recommends the District consider
updating or removing this criteria.

InfoAsset Planner software is a tool that is used as part of the overall pipe repair
implementation process. Appendix F illustrates the role InfoAsset Planner plays
in this process. Part of this workflow utilizes SQL coding to process the CCTV
and InfoAsset Manager data. A summary of the workflow includes the following.
o

The workflow is initiated by preprocessing the data and importing new CCTV
inspections and InfoAsset Planner input data into InfoAsset Planner.

o

Once the InfoAsset Planner input data has been processed in InfoAsset
Planner, the results should be reviewed for quality control, including verifying
CCTV video has imported correctly and media are linked to assets, the latest
GIS and InfoAsset Manager data is being utilized, and InfoAsset Planner
records that are locked should be locked. InfoAsset Planner records are
locked so that the repair recommendation is not updated when rerunning the
decision logic. These records should be unlocked when there is new CCTV
inspection data, such as after a repair has been completed, so that the
previous repair recommendation will be overwritten.

o

The next steps include validating the output, developing work orders or
projects, and developing costs. After completion of the work order or project,
close-out procedures are performed including updating or unlocking
InfoAsset Planner records.

•

An example detailed workflow that documents typical step by step instructions for
using InfoAsset Planner in the repair, rehabilitation and replacement project
packaging is included in Appendix G. HDR recommends the District update the
workflow with District business processes and information systems.

•

Example step by step instructions are included in Appendix G for updating data
in InfoAsset Planner. HDR recommends the District update this example for
District business processes and information systems.
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Conclusions
Through implementation of the 2013 IAMP, the District has substantially reduced the
number of gravity sewer main structural condition caused SSOs and learned much about
the system through data collection. The District is leveraging these lessons learned and
existing data to evaluate and update the repair and reinspection program for small
diameter gravity sewer mains less than or equal to 15 inches in diameter. A deterioration
analysis was performed using District data to understand defect deterioration with a
focus on NASSCO PACP grade 5 and 4 structural defects which have prescriptive
reinspection and repair requirements in the CDO. Deterioration analysis results indicate
that less than 5% of defects deteriorated and that defect size has a strong correlation
with defect deterioration. All grade 5 structural defects that deteriorated initially had a
defect size of 2 or more clock position changes. No structural grade 4 defects
deteriorated to a structural grade 5.
These deterioration analysis results and District lessons learned were used to develop
reinspection and repair guidelines to drive future programs. The guidelines are built into
an automated decision logic using InfoAsset Planner software and readily available
District data to provide a transparent, defensible, consistent, and efficient approach for
decision making that can be used to evaluate reinspection and repair alternatives.
Five repair plan alternatives were developed that ranged in cost from $9.5 to $18.3
million. Lower cost repair alternatives focused on targeting defects with spot repairs while
higher cost alternatives address most defects on the mains, including very minor defects.
Repair plan Alternative 2 and 5 were developed for comparison purposes. Alternative 2
cost is $11.6 million and this alternative incorporates the results from the deterioration
analysis and District lessons learned. Alternative 5 cost is $16.6 million and is similar to
the existing District repair program based on the 2013 IAMP and CDO. These results
show that the District ratepayers may save $5 million by incorporating the results of the
deterioration analysis and District lessons learned incorporated in Alternatives 1-4 to
address gravity sewer main structural condition risk.
Repair plan Alternative 1 leverages the District’s in-house localized liner repair
capabilities which provide a lower cost and effective repair alternative to capital project
delivery. This repair plan alternative focuses investments on trenchless technologies
(e.g., localized liner repairs, pipe bursting, and CIPP) that have less impact to the
community than open cut trench technologies. District staff indicate that 37% of gravity
sewer mains are located in property easements. Trenchless technologies will reduce the
impacts to ratepayer property and the environment in these easements.
Based on the alternatives analysis, Alternative 1 is recommended for implementation.
Based on the deterioration analysis, the work is recommended to be completed over a 5
year period at a cost of approximately $1.9 million per year.
Two reinspection program alternatives were evaluated for small diameter gravity sewer
mains. Alternative A is similar to the District’s current reinspection program based on the
2013 IAMP and CDO. Alternative B incorporates the results of the deterioration analysis
and District lessons learned. A comparison of these alternatives show that the Alternative
B reinspection program is 5 miles less of gravity sewer main inspection per year. This
reduction will allow District staff to focus resources on other priorities such as manhole
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rehabilitation, repairs, and I&I investigations. Reinspection plan Alternative B is
recommended for District implementation and includes approximately 17 miles of CCTV
inspection per year for proactive inspections. Additional inspections per year will be
performed for activities such as engineering requests, customer calls, SSO response and
construction acceptance.
The recommendations in this RR Plan provide a data driven program that balances cost,
risk and level of service for small diameter gravity sewer main structural condition that
the District can own and implement sustainably as the next phase in the District’s
infrastructure asset management program.
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Memo
Date:
Project:
To:
From:
Subject:

Tuesday, September 03, 2019
Ross Valley Sanitary District Infrastructure Asset Management Plan Update and Program
Support
Manny Vigil, John Vogel
Eric Scherch, Allan Scott
Analysis of Potential Impacts from Converting from NASSCO PACP v6 to v7

HDR is tasked with reviewing gravity sewer main pipes with PACP Grade 5 structural defects to
evaluate deterioration as part of Task 4 of the Infrastructure Asset Management Plan Update
and Program Support Project. Ross Valley Sanitation District (District) currently uses the
industry standard National Association of Sanitary Sewer Companies (NASSCO) Pipeline
Assessment Certification Program (PACP) for Closed-Circuit Television (CCTV) inspection. The
District currently uses version 6 of this industry standard. In 2016, this standard was updated to
version 7 which included changes to the PACP structural grading of specific defects. Current
Cease and Desist Order (CDO) requirements include replacement or rehabilitation of PACP
structural grade 5 defects within 5 years or reinspection every 3 years with review for
deterioration of time. The CDO also requires PACP structural grade 4 defects be reinspected
every 5 years. The District is planning to convert to version 7 when the District converts to new
CCTV inspection data management software in September 2019 and use version 7 moving
forward.
HDR analyzed the potential impacts of updating all of the District’s historical NASSCO PACP
data from version 6 to version 7 with respect to CDO requirements. The focus of this analysis is
on technical and financial aspects. There are political, regulatory and potentially legal aspects of
the CDO requirements that the District should consider that may be impacted due to this
change. These are not addressed as part of this task.
Capital investment and reinspection impacts of reclassifying pipes to PACP version 7
include the following:
1. Total footage of District pipes with Structural Grade 5 defects decrease by approximately
30,000 feet and total footage of pipes with Structural Grade 4 defects increase by
approximately 43,000 feet.
2. Potential cost savings to continue to meet the CDO rehabilitation and replacement
requirements of PACP Structural Grade 5 defects using PACP version 7 criteria range from
approximately $800,000 to $3.2M.
3. Potential decreases in the amount of total footage of reinspection needed to meet CDO
requirements are approximately 1,500 linear feet per year.
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4. There is a decrease in the deterioration evaluation and subsequent rehabilitation and
replacement required by the CDO because the number of PACP Structural Grade 5 defects
would decrease (The decrease in defect review is approximately 40% for current data).
5. Potential increase in reinspection for large offset, large separated and large angular joint
defects which HDR would not typically recommend for reinspection.
A technical review of the change indicates that the industry standard was changed from version
6 to version 7 to incorporate lessons learned in the industry. Based on HDR industry
experience, the changes to the PACP structural grades are generally appropriate and the
change is an overall improvement in quantifying the risk of causing or contributing to a Sanitary
Sewer Overflow (SSO). However, there are some defects that have increased to a higher PACP
Structural Grade 4 that HDR would not typically identify as higher risk such as large offset, large
separated and large angular joint defects. HDR also reviewed the CDO and the CDO does not
prescribe which version of PACP will be used throughout implementation of the CDO. The
technical review resulted in HDR finding no significant issue with converting historical NASSCO
PACP data to version 7.
The financial review indicates that a conversion of historical data will save the District capital
costs by avoiding the cost of rehabilitating or replacing pipes with defects that the industry no
longer identifies as PACP structural grade 5 defects. In addition, the amount of reinspection
required by the CDO will likely decrease which will allow staff to focus time and resources on
higher priority issues.
Details of the conversion analysis are included below. Table 1 presents the change in pipe
length assigned a PACP structural grade 5 and 4 defect for each version of PACP. The total
footage of pipes assigned Structural Grade 5 defects decrease by 30,224 feet and the total
footage of pipes assigned Structural Grade 4 defects increase by 42,770 feet. The decrease in
the number of PACP Structural Grade 5 defects would result in a decrease in the amount of
deterioration evaluation of PACP Structural Grade 5 defects required by the CDO, but the
amount of this decrease is unknown and difficult to quantify. Table 2 presents the resulting
range of capital cost savings based on the assumed portion of Structural Grade 5 defects that
are rehabilitated or replaced. A range from 25% to 75% of PACP Structural Grade 5 addressed
through rehabilitation and replacement is assumed based on discussions with District staff on
typical rehabilitation and replacement decision making.
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Table 1 - PACP Structural Grade 5 and 4 Defect Pipe Length Impacts

Description

Pipe Length with
Structural Grade 5
Defect (ft)

Pipe Length with
Structural Grade 4
Defect (ft)

81,996
51,771

91,098
133,868

-30,224

42,770

PACP Version 6
PACP Version 7
Change in Pipe Length with Conversion to
version 7

Notes:
1. The most recent inspection structural grade is used.
2. Data filters include:
- CDO Restore/Rehab/Replace Report date is null
- Owner = Ross Valley, RVSD, Null
- Sewer Use = SS and Null
- Remove CIP Project ID with FY years prior to FY19/20 and remove LDGS projects.

Table 2 - Potential Rehabilitation and Replacement Impacts
Decrease in PACP
Structural Grade 5
Pipe Length with
Conversion to v7
(ft)

Assumed Unit Cost
per Mile for
Rehabilitation and
Replacement

Potential Rehabilitation and Replacement
Savings

25% of Structural
Grade 5s Remediated

75% of Structural
Grade 5s Remediated

30,224
A

$750,000
B

-$804,982
C = A x B x 25%

-$3,219,929
D = A x B x 75%

Table 3 presents the reinspection impacts due to changes in PACP structural grades from
conversion to version 7. This analysis shows a decrease in reinspection of 1,521 linear feet per
year.
Table 3 - Potential Reinspection Impacts
Change in Length
with Conversion to
v7 (feet)

Reinspection Impact
(feet per year)

PACP Structural Grade 5
Reinspection

-30,224

-10,075

A

PACP Structural Grade 4
Reinspection

42,770

8,554

B

N/A

-1,521

C=A+B

Net Impact to Reinspection

Notes:
CDO requires PACP Structural Grade 5 reinspection every 3 years and Grade 4 reinspection every 5
years

Table 4 presents the defect codes and the PACP Structural Grade for version 6 and version 7.
This table includes defects that would impact the District’s CDO requirements which include
PACP Structural Grade 5 and 4 defects. Some defects include additional criteria to determine
the Structural Grade. These additional criteria include the location and size of defects identified
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by clock positions around the pipe and the percentage of the pipe that is blocked. Table 4
presents the impact of the PACP Structural Grade change from version 6 to version 7 on capital
expenditures and reinspection. Table 4 shows that converting historical PACP data to version 7
would result in a decrease in capital expenditure and reinspection for cracks, fractures, and
broken defects and an increase in reinspection for large offset, separated and angular joint
defects.
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Table 4 - Defect Structural Grade Impacts by NASSCO PACP Version

PACP v6
Structural Grade

PACP v7
Structural
Grade

Capital
Expenditure
and
Reinspection
Impact

Crack Longitudinal Hinge, 2

4

2

Decrease

Crack Longitudinal Hinge, 3

5

3

Decrease

Crack Longitudinal Hinge, 4

5

4

Decrease

Fracture Multiple

5

4

Decrease

Fracture Longitudinal Hinge, 2

4

3

Decrease

Fracture Longitudinal Hinge, 3

5

4

Decrease

Fracture Longitudinal Hinge, 4

5

4

Decrease

1 clock position =
3, 2 clock
positions = 4, >=3
clock positions = 5

4

Decrease
typically

Broken Soil Visible

5

5

No Change

Broken Void Visible

5

5

No Change

1 clock position =
3, 2 clock
positions = 4, >=3
clock positions = 5

Less than 2 clock
positions = 4, 2
or more clock
positions = 5

Increase for
reinspection

Hole Soil Visible

5

5

No Change

Hole Void Visible

5

5

No Change

<=10% = 4, >10%
=5

<=5% = 4, >5% =
5

Increase

5

5

No Change

Joint Offset - Large

2

4

Increase

Joint Separated - Large

2

4

Increase

Joint Angular - Large

2

4

Increase

5

5

No Change

Defect
Crack

Fracture

Broken

Broken

Hole
Hole

Deformed
Deformed (Pipe) – Deformed Rigid Pipe in v7

Collapse
Collapse (Pipe)

Joint

Surface Damage
Surface Damage Missing Wall
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Deterioration Review Procedures
These deterioration review procedures are intended to provide information which will
enable Ross Valley Sanitation District (RVSD) to perform deterioration analysis in the
future to better understand deterioration rates and long term investment needs. These
procedures include the overall process, criteria development, data processing, defect
match pair identification, CCTV inspection review and defect deterioration identifiers, and
detailed procedures.
Deterioration Review Process Summary

1
2

3
4
5
6

• Develop Criteria for Deterioration Identification and Defects of Interest
• Process CCTV Inspection Records for Potential Defect Match Pairs
• Identify Defect Match Pairs in New Defect Deterioration Records Table
• CCTV Inspection Video Review of Defect Match Pairs
• Document Deterioration Identifiers in Defect Deterioration Records
Table
• Analyze Deterioration Identification Results

Additional summary information for each step in the Deterioration Review process is
included below.
1. Develop Criteria – The purpose of this step is to develop criteria for defects and
gravity sewer mains of interest for the deterioration analysis which will support data
processing. This step also includes development of deterioration identifiers that will
be used to determine whether a defect has deteriorated. The criteria for this data set
is based on the CDO requirements in provision I.h. which is included below. The
analysis included evaluation of all structural grade 5 defects in the available CCTV
data. Grade 4 structural defects were also reviewed if present on a gravity sewer
main with a structural grade 5 defect. The District’s CCTV inspection data is
documented in NASSCO PACP version 6 and the District moved to PACP version 7
during development of the RR Plan. Version 7 represents the latest industry standard
for defect coding. An additional analysis comparing PACP version 6 and 7 was
conducted. The deterioration analysis is conducted using PACP version 7
observation coding and scoring. PACP version 6 defect codes were translated to
PACP version 7 for the analysis.
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a. CDO Provision I.h: …if the pipe segment is re-inspected within three years of first
discovery and the re-inspection indicates that the Grade 5 structural defect in
question has not deteriorated from its original assessment, then the Discharger
may revise the schedule to allow for replacement or rehabilitation of that Grade 5
structural defect within the next five years, or re-inspection within the next three
years. If upon re-inspection the Grade 5 structural defect in question has
deteriorated from its most recent previous assessment, then the Discharger shall
replace or rehabilitate the pipe segment of concern within the original five-year
period.
2. Process CCTV Data – The purpose of this step is to identify the gravity sewer main
CCTV inspection records that contain potential defect pairs for review as part of the
deterioration analysis. Data sets and historical CCTV data provided by the District
are compiled, joined, and filtered to produce a defect deterioration records table for
review.
3. Identify Defect Match Pairs – The purpose of this step is to identify specific defects
within CCTV inspection records for detailed review of CCTV inspection videos.
Defect match pairs are at least 2 defect records in the defect deterioration records
table that are located on the same pipe, at a similar location, but inspected at
different times. Identifying defect match pairs includes reviewing the defect
deterioration records table to locate the defects on two inspections, verifying the
defect location, and identify the defects in InfoAsset Planner software by Innovyze to
confirm whether there are reverse inspections or other inspection records that should
be considered.
4. CCTV Inspection Review – CCTV inspection video review is an important step in the
process because the structural defect coding will vary from record to record and the
accuracy of defect coding varies. In some cases, defect match pairs show that the
gravity sewer main condition has improved over time which is counter to industry
experience, professional judgment, and basic physics for gravity sewer mains. CCTV
inspection video review steps include:
a. Locate the CCTV video file name of the defect match pairs and open each CCTV
video file
b. Compare the videos side-by-side using a video media player
c. Verify the defect match pairs
d. Document findings and capture images of deterioration events and
representative images of defects that did not deteriorate.
5. Document Deterioration Identifiers – This step is used to document deterioration data
that can be used to evaluate the deterioration time period as well as the magnitude of
deterioration. The deterioration time period is important to understand how quickly
the defect deteriorates. Ultimately, the magnitude of deterioration identifier was not
used in the RR Plan, because there were very few defects that deteriorated.
However, understanding the magnitude of deterioration over time will be useful for
improving remediation decision making in the future. As part of the CCTV review, the
deterioration identifier columns in the deterioration review database are populated.
Once populated, the results may be analyzed. Deterioration identifiers include:
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a. Any deterioration identified
b. Time between inspections
c. Defect code severity change
d. Defect size increase based on:
i.

Number of clock positions;

ii. % blockage; or
iii. Length of defect.
6. Analyze Results – this step includes compiling and analyzing the results of the
deterioration identifier data.
The deterioration analysis procedures are presented in the following sections.

1.1

Develop Criteria
The following criteria were used to identify a deterioration event for analysis:
•

A pipe has an inspection with a “defect of interest” (as defined in Table 1-1) in the
most recent CCTV video (the focus of the analysis is on PACP structural Grade 5
defects, but some PACP structural Grade 4 defects are also included); and

•

The same pipe has a previous inspection with a defect of interest; and

•

Both inspections have CCTV video available; and

•

There is no indication the pipe was repaired between the inspections (repaired
inspections were either filtered out in the database or identified when viewing the
CCTV video); and

•

The pipe is owned by RVSD and is a gravity sewer main

Table 1-1. Defect Codes of Interest
Defect Code

Description

B

Broken

BSV

Broken Soil Visible

BVV

Broken Void Visible

D

Deformed

H

Hole

HSV

Hole Soil Visible

HVV

Hole Void Visible

SMW

Surface Damage Missing Wall

X

Collapsed Pipe

A matched pair defect occurs when 1) A defect of interest is documented on the most
recent CCTV video and 2) A defect is documented in the second most recent CCTV
video within approximately +/- 5 feet on the same pipe segment. The match pairs are
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verified in the CCTV video and deterioration review. A single pipe segment can have
multiple matched pair observations. This initial step included accurately identifying and
documenting matched pair observations.

1.2

Process Data
The Data processing required to aid in identify defect matching pairs relied on the
inspection information including both the inspection details and condition observations.
One table was created joining inspection header data such as inspection number, facility
ID, or video file names; to the observation data information which included PACP defect
codes, clock positions, and PACP scoring ratings such as the structural risk score or
quick score ratings. The following analysis criteria was required for data processing in
order to aid in quantifying and identifying inspection defect information for the match pair
review:
•

Identify pipes with multiple inspections

•

Identify inspections with an observation structural defect PACP score of 5 or 4

•

Identify pipes with multiple inspections with an observation structural defect
PACP score of 5 or 4

From the joined table, inspections were grouped by pipe ID and inspection observations
were grouped by inspection ID. Grouping by pipe and inspection allowed for counting the
number of inspections per pipe, the most recent inspection to be identified, and the
number of inspections with structural defect PACP scores of 5 or 4’s. An example of the
grouping and counting is shown below and were repeated for each of the groupings and
counts for inspections and PACP scores:
SELECT *,
ROW_NUMBER() over (PARTITION BY [Pipe_Asset_ID] ORDER BY
[inspection_date_completed] DESC) AS GroupingsAssetID
SELECT *,
, Count(Distinct Inspection_ID) as ' No_inspectionswithPACP5_PerPipe'
Where [structural_score] =5 Group By Pipe_ID)

Once the number of inspections per pipe and counts for structural defect observation
PACP scores of 4 or 5s were identified, the result table was able to be filtered. Filtering
the result table removed any pipe inspection groupings that were not owned by RVSD,
outside of the sewer use type requirements, or had any rehabilitation or planned
rehabilitation activities. The following filters included:
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•

Owner = Ross Valley, RVSD, NULL, Blank

•

Sewer Use = SS or NULL

•

CDO Restore/Rehab/Replace Report Date = NULL

•

CIP Project ID <> FY rehab years prior to FY 18/19 or LDGS project

The end resulting Defect Review Database (database), a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet, was
used to aid in quantifying the amount of possible match pairs, identification of the inspections
which may result in defect match pairs and the CCTV video for review.

1.2.1

Incorporate Deterioration Identifiers
Deterioration identifiers were developed by HDR and reviewed by RVSD staff during a
workshop on July 19, 2019. Deterioration identifiers were added to the database as new
columns and populated during the deterioration review.
Deterioration identifiers, their corresponding selection options and definitions are as
follows:
•

Time Between Inspections (days) – Time between inspections is populated for
all reviewed match pair defects. The time between inspections is calculated by
subtracting the most recent defect’s inspection date located in the ‘inspection
date completed’ column to its matched pair inspection date.

•

Defect Severity Change From - In cases of deterioration, when the PACP
defect code is changed and verified in the CCTV video, the prior defect code is
entered so the change can be easily identified and associated to the most recent
deteriorated defect.

•

Number (#) of Clock Position Increase - In cases of deterioration where there
was a clock position increase, the number of clock positions increased is
entered.

•

Percent (%) Blockage Increase - In cases of deterioration where there was a
percent blockage increase, the percent blockage is entered.

•

Length of Defect Increase (feet) - In cases of deterioration where there was a
length of defect increase of 3 feet or more laterally, yes or no is entered.

•

Photo Snips Documented - In cases of deterioration or no deterioration where a
photo snip was documented or not, either yes or no is entered.

•

Significant Defect Code Updates - In cases where the defect was miscoded,
the updated PACP defect code is entered.

•

Deterioration – This column identifies defects that have deteriorated, have not
deteriorated, their corresponding matched pairs, and not applicable (N/A).
o

Yes – Cases where the CCTV video was viewed for both the most recent
defect and its corresponding matched pair and deterioration is identified.


o

No - Cases where the CCTV video was viewed for both the most recent defect
and its corresponding matched pair and it was determined there was no
deterioration.


o

M – Yes – Identifies the matched pair deterioration defect

M - Identifies the corresponding matched pair defect corresponding with
no deterioration

N/A - Cases where no matched comparable defect was located in the data to
be reviewed.
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1.3

Identify Defect Match Pairs
The following steps were taken to identify matched pairs in the defect review database:
•

•

The first defect on the most recent video and second most recent video of the
same pipe segment was located in the database.
o

This can be verified by confirming the ‘Pipe Asset’ and ‘Pipe ID' numbers
match for both defects.

o

Verify the second most recent CCTV review isn’t within the same year. If this
is the case, attempt to locate the next most recent video.

Verify that the direction on both CCTV videos match, i.e. downstream to
upstream.
o

1.4

If they don’t match and there’s a reverse inspection, matched defect locations
on each video can be verified either from InfoAsset Planner or by scrolling to
the defect locations in the CCTV videos.

•

Open InfoAsset Planner and search the Pipe ID to confirm the most recent and
matched pair defects.

•

If there are more than two inspections, review all inspections for match pairs.

Perform CCTV Review
The following steps were taken for the CCTV review:
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•

Locate the CCTV video file name of the matched pair of defects. This is provided
in the ‘InfoNet video file’ column of the database (InfoNet software has since
been rebranded and updated to InfoAsset Planner). CCTV videos are located in
the ‘Pipetech From Truck’ folder of the hard drive provided by RVSD and are
separated by the year of inspection.

•

Search for the CCTV video in the hard drive. Right click and open with VLC
Media Player.

•

Click ‘Start’, search for VLC Media Player to open a blank VLC Media Player.
Click ‘Media’ then ‘Open File’. Search for the matched CCTV video in the hard
drive and open. Opening a blank VLC Media Player allows for two videos to be
open simultaneously.

•

Place both VLC media videos side by side on your screen. Scroll to the defect
location on each of the videos.

•

Pause the video at the defect location on both videos and evaluate the defect. If
deterioration is identified, take a screenshot/photo snips of both defects.

•

Save screenshot/photo snips of deterioration defects in a word document and
document findings in the database.

1.5

Document Deterioration during CCTV Review
Following the review of a matched pair of deterioration defects, the deterioration identifier
columns in the database are populated. The following steps are taken in order to
populate the deterioration identifiers:
•

1.6

The screenshot/photo snips are analyzed to determine the deterioration factors.
o

Add ‘Yes’ in the Deterioration column of the most recent defect and ‘M – Yes’
for the identified matched pair.

o

Add ‘Yes’ in the Snips Documented column of the most recent defect.

o

Populate the Time between Inspections column by subtracting the most
recent defect’s inspection date completed to the matched pair inspection date.

o

Populate the Defect Severity Change From, # of Clock Position Increase,
% Blockage Increase, Length of Defect Increase, and Significant Defect
Code Updates based on the definitions provided in Section 1.2.

Analyze Findings
Following the CCTV review and defect identifier documentation, analyze the data by
pivoting the defect identifier columns. See the deterioration findings documented in the
Pipe Structural Reinspection and Repair Plan for example analyses.
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Appendix C. Defects with Deterioration

May 15, 2020

G223.045.G223.040.1, 1/27/2017 & 11/3/2008

Pipe_ID

Inspection_ID

Inspection_Date_Completed

Distance

Code

G223.045.G223.040.1

9047

1/27/2017

169.7

BSV

5

G223.045.G223.040.1

2075

11/3/2008

169.3

HSV

5

Defect Clock
Positions

PACP7

11

7

5

7

3

5

clock_at clock_to

Length of
Defect
# of
Increase Significant
Clock
%
(3' or
Defect Time Between
Position Blockage more)
Code
Inspections
Increase Increase (Yes/No) Updates
(Years)
6

No

HVV

8.2

C-1

G331.080.G331.070.1, 5/9/2017 & 9/15/2014

Pipe_ID

Inspection_ID

Inspection_Date_Completed

Distance

Code

clock_at

clock_to

Defect Clock Positions

PACP7

G331.080.G331.070.1

9190

5/9/2017

9.8

BSV

12

12

12

5

G331.080.G331.070.1

6103

9/15/2014

8.7

BSV

12

12

12

5

# of
Clock
Position
Increase

%
Blockage
Increase

Length
of
Defect
Increase
(3' or
more)
(Yes/No)
No

Significant
Defect
Code
Updates

Time
Between
Inspections
(Years)
2.6

C-2

F203.010.F200.030.1, 1/24/2018 & 7/10/2015

Pipe_ID

Inspection_ID

Inspection_Date_Completed

Distance

Code

clock_at

clock_to

Defect Clock Positions

PACP7

# of
Clock
Position
Increase

F203.010.F200.030.1

9829

1/24/2018

403.0

HVV

6

9

4

5

4

F203.010.F200.030.1

7395

7/10/2015

400.9

HSV

6

8

3

5

%
Blockage
Increase

Length
of
Defect
Increase
(3' or
more)
(Yes/No)
No

Significant
Defect
Code
Updates

Time
Between
Inspections
(Years)
2.5

C-3

H000.150.H000.140.1, 4/15/2018, 5/12/2015, 6/12/2014

Pipe_ID

Inspection_ID

Inspection_Date_Completed

Distance

Code

clock_at

clock_to

Defect Clock Positions

PACP7

H000.150.H000.140.1

9857

4/15/2018

296.8

BSV

8

4

9

5

H000.150.H000.140.1

7257

5/12/2015

298.1

B

8

4

9

4

H000.150.H000.140.1

5684

6/12/2014

297.7

D

8

4

0

5

# of
Clock
Position
Increase

%
Blockage
Increase

Length
of
Defect
Increase
(3' or
more)
(Yes/No)
No

Significant
Defect
Code
Updates

Time
Between
Inspections
(Years)
3.8

C-4

W702.030.W700.040.1, 8/21/2017 & 5/16/2014

Pipe_ID

Inspection_ID

Inspection_Date_Completed

Distance

Code

clock_at clock_to Defect Clock Positions

PACP7

W702.030.W700.040.1

9208

8/21/2017

174.9

HSV

11

1

3

5

W702.030.W700.040.1

5648

5/16/2014

32.7

BSV

1

8

8

5

Length
of
Defect
# of
Increase Significant
Time
Clock
%
(3' or
Defect
Between
Position Blockage
more)
Code
Inspections
Increase Increase (Yes/No)
Updates
(Years)
No

3.3

C-5

F800.170.F800.160.1, 1/17/2019 & 8/16/2013

Pipe_ID

Inspection_ID

Inspection_Date_Completed

Distance

Code

clock_at clock_to Defect Clock Positions

PACP7

F800.170.F800.160.1

10477

1/17/2019

133.5

HSV

10

2

5

5

F800.170.F800.160.1

4359

8/16/2013

107.2

BSV

12

12

1

5

Length
of
Defect
# of
Increase Significant
Time
Clock
%
(3' or
Defect
Between
Position Blockage
more)
Code
Inspections
Increase Increase (Yes/No)
Updates
(Years)
No

5.4

C-6

W601.050.W600.040.1, 10/20/2015 & 9/6/2012

Pipe_ID

Inspection_ID

Inspection_Date_Completed

Distance

Code

clock_at clock_to Defect Clock Positions

PACP7

W601.050.W600.040.1

10062

8/4/2018

152.9

XP

12

12

0

5

W601.050.W600.040.1

7608

10/20/2015

151.10001

XP

12

12

0

5

Length
of
Defect
# of
Increase Significant
Time
Clock
%
(3' or
Defect
Between
Position Blockage
more)
Code
Inspections
Increase Increase (Yes/No)
Updates
(Years)
100%

No

2.8

C-7

F535.010.F530.050.1, 1/4/2018 & 1/29/2014

Pipe_ID

Inspection_ID

Inspection_Date_Completed

Distance

Code

clock_at clock_to Defect Clock Positions

PACP7

F535.010.F530.050.1

9767

1/4/2018

1.5

BVV

12

12

1

5

F535.010.F530.050.1

5141

1/29/2014

2.5

BSV

1

5

4

5

Length
of
Defect
# of
Increase Significant
Time
Clock
%
(3' or
Defect
Between
Position Blockage
more)
Code
Inspections
Increase Increase (Yes/No)
Updates
(Years)
No

3.9

C-8

W704.060.W704.050.1, 10/24/2018 & 8/27/2015

Pipe_ID

Inspection_ID

Inspection_Date_Completed

Distance

Code

clock_at clock_to Defect Clock Positions

PACP7

W704.060.W704.050.1

10074

10/24/2018

3.6

BSV

6

11

6

5

W704.060.W704.050.1

7708

8/27/2015

2.0

BVV

2

4

3

5

Length
of
Defect
# of
Increase Significant
Time
Clock
%
(3' or
Defect
Between
Position Blockage
more)
Code
Inspections
Increase Increase (Yes/No)
Updates
(Years)
3

No

BVV

3.2

C-9

S429.135.S429.130.1, 1/25/2016 & 9/20/2012 – GRADE 4 DEFECT DETERIORATION TO A MORE SEVERE GRADE 4

Pipe_ID

Inspection_ID

Inspection_Date_Completed

Distance

Code

clock_at clock_to Defect Clock Positions

PACP7

S429.135.S429.130.1

7886

1/25/2016

63.0

B

6

12

7

4

S429.135.S429.130.1

7981

9/20/2012

61.8

FM

12

12

1

4

Length
of
Defect
# of
Increase Significant
Time
Clock
%
(3' or
Defect
Between
Position Blockage
more)
Code
Inspections
Increase Increase (Yes/No)
Updates
(Years)
No

3.3
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Appendix D. InfoAsset Planner Defect Code Table
with Rehabilitation Method

May 15, 2020

Rehab Method by Defect Code
Defect
Code

Default
PACP
Score

Type

Description

Rehab. Method

B

4

STRUCTURAL

Broken

LOCALIZED LINER

BSV

5

STRUCTURAL

Broken Soil Visible

LOCALIZED LINER

BVV

5

STRUCTURAL

Broken Void Visible

LOCALIZED LINER

DBFI

5

STRUCTURAL

Deformed Flexible Bulging Inverse
Curvature

OPEN CUT SPOT REPAIR

DFBR

3,4,5

STRUCTURAL

Deformed Flexible Bulging Round

OPEN CUT SPOT REPAIR

DFC

5

STRUCTURAL

Deformed Flexible Bulging
Creasing

OPEN CUT SPOT REPAIR

DI

5

STRUCTURAL

Dropped Invert

OPEN CUT SPOT REPAIR

DR

4 or 5

STRUCTURAL

Deformed Rigid

OPEN CUT SPOT REPAIR

DTBI

4 or 5

MISCELLANEOUS

Deformed Brick Bulging Inverse
Curvature

OPEN CUT SPOT REPAIR

DTBR

4 or 5

MISCELLANEOUS

Deformed Brick Bulging Round

OPEN CUT SPOT REPAIR

FH3

4

STRUCTURAL

Fracture Longitudinal Hinge, 3

LOCALIZED LINER

FH4

4

STRUCTURAL

Fracture Longitudinal Hinge, 4

LOCALIZED LINER

4 or 5

STRUCTURAL

Hole

LOCALIZED LINER

HSV

5

STRUCTURAL

Hole Soil Visible

LOCALIZED LINER

HVV

5

STRUCTURAL

Hole Void Visible

LOCALIZED LINER

IG

5

SERVICE

Infil Gusher

LOCALIZED LINER

IGB

5

SERVICE

Infiltration Gusher Barrel

LOCALIZED LINER

IGJ

5

SERVICE

Infiltration Gusher Joint

LOCALIZED LINER

JOL

4

STRUCTURAL

Joint Offset Large

OPEN CUT SPOT REPAIR

JOLD

4

STRUCTURAL

Joint Offset Large Defective

OPEN CUT SPOT REPAIR

LFB

3

STRUCTURAL

Lining Feature Blistered

REPLACEMENT

LFDE

3

STRUCTURAL

Lining Feature Defective End

REPLACEMENT

LFDL

3

STRUCTURAL

Lining Feature Delaminating

REPLACEMENT

MB

4

STRUCTURAL

Missing Brick

OPEN CUT SPOT REPAIR

H

OBB

0-5

SERVICE

Obstruction Brick or Masonry

OPEN CUT SPOT REPAIR

OBC

0-5

SERVICE

Obstruction Through Connection

OPEN CUT SPOT REPAIR

OBI

0-5

SERVICE

Obstruction Intruding Through Wall

OPEN CUT SPOT REPAIR

OBJ

0-5

SERVICE

Obstruction Wedged In The Joint

OPEN CUT SPOT REPAIR

OBP

0-5

SERVICE

Obstruction External Pipe or Cable

OPEN CUT SPOT REPAIR

OBS

0-5

SERVICE

Obstruction Built Into Structure

OPEN CUT SPOT REPAIR

OBZ

0-5

SERVICE

Obstruction Other

OPEN CUT SPOT REPAIR

STRUCTURAL

Point Repaie Liner Defective

OPEN CUT SPOT REPAIR

RPLD

4

D-1

Defect
Code

Default
PACP
Score

Type

Description

Rehab. Method

RPPD

4

STRUCTURAL

Point Repair Patch Patch Defective

OPEN CUT SPOT REPAIR

RPRD

4

STRUCTURAL

Point Repair Replacement
Defective

OPEN CUT SPOT REPAIR

RPZD

4

STRUCTURAL

Point Repair Other Defective

OPEN CUT SPOT REPAIR

SMW

5

STRUCTURAL

Surface Damage Missing Wall

LOCALIZED LINER

SRC

5

STRUCTURAL

Surface Damage Reinforcement
Cement

LOCALIZED LINER

SRP

5

STRUCTURAL

Surface Reinforcement Projecting

OPEN CUT SPOT REPAIR

X

5

STRUCTURAL

Collapse

OPEN CUT SPOT REPAIR

XB

5

STRUCTURAL

Collapse Brick Sewer

OPEN CUT SPOT REPAIR

XP

5

STRUCTURAL

Collapse Pipe Sewer

OPEN CUT SPOT REPAIR
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Appendix E. Unit Cost Assumptions

May 15, 2020

Cost Factors and Unit Costs
Sewer Cost Factors
Factor Description

Installation
Cost Factor
(Applied first)

Capital Cost
Factor
(Applied
Second)

Replacement

Installation Cost Factor is based on
bid tabs and addresses the costs
related to items such as
mobilization, manholes, laterals,
fittings, excavation, bedding, backfill,
traffic control, by-pass pumping,
equipment, labour, pavement or
non-ROW patching or
improvements.

The capital cost factor addresses
the costs related to agency
administration, design, construction
management, and contingencies.

Pipe Burst

CIPP

1.65

Pipe Burst

1.65

CIPP

1.5

Open Cut Point Repair

1.2

Localized Liner

1.2

Replacement
(Uses the sum of the
below percentages)

1.45

Pipe Burst
(Uses the sum of the
below percentages)

1.45

CIPP
(Uses the sum of the
below percentages)

1.45

Open Cut Point Repair
(Uses the sum of the
below percentages)

1.4

Localized Liner
(Uses the sum of the
below percentages)

1.37

Planning

3%

Planning

3%

Planning

3%

Planning

3%

Planning

3%

Design

10%

Design

10%

Design

10%

Design

5%

Design

2%

Legal

2%

Legal

2%

Legal

2%

Legal

2%

Legal

2%

Construction
Administration

15%

Construction
Administration

15%

Construction
Administration

15%

Construction
Administration

15%

Construction
Administration

15%

Owner
Administration

5%

Owner Administration

5%

Owner Administration

5%

Owner Administration

5%

Owner Administration

5%

Contingency

10%

Contingency

10%

Contingency

10%

Contingency

10%

Contingency

10%

Subtotal Capital
Cost Factor

45%

Subtotal

45%

Subtotal

45%

Subtotal

40%

Subtotal

37%

Cost per inch diameter per LF
Assumptions

Unit cost notes
(Z in Unit Cost Table Below)
$54.57

Pipe Burst

$24.02

CIPP

$5.54
Historical Inflation Tables

Assumed Historical Inflation
Years of Inflation

1.75%
3

Localized Liner

Replacement

Sewer Cost Tables

Replace

Open Cut Point Repair

RS Means National Average
2016 to 2019

E-1

Sewer Unit Costs

Y

A = Z (from cost table
above) x Y

B

C=AxB

F

G=FxE

H

Renewal Action

Diameter

Material Cost per LF or
Point Repair

Installation Factor

Construction Cost per LF or Point
Repair [Used to check against bid
tabs]

Capital Cost Factor

Capital Costs

Units

Replace

0

$460

1.65

$759

1.45

$1,100

Linear Foot

Replace

3

$460

1.65

$759

1.45

$1,100

Linear Foot

Replace

4

$460

1.65

$759

1.45

$1,100

Linear Foot

Replace

6

$460

1.65

$759

1.45

$1,100

Linear Foot

Replace

8

$460

1.65

$759

1.45

$1,100

Linear Foot

Replace

10

$575

1.65

$949

1.45

$1,375

Linear Foot

Replace

12

$690

1.65

$1,138

1.45

$1,650

Linear Foot

Replace

14

$805

1.65

$1,328

1.45

$1,926

Linear Foot

Replace

15

$862

1.65

$1,423

1.45

$2,063

Linear Foot

Replace

16

$920

1.65

$1,518

1.45

$2,201

Linear Foot

Replace

18

$1,035

1.65

$1,707

1.45

$2,476

Linear Foot

Replace

20

$1,150

1.65

$1,897

1.45

$2,751

Linear Foot

Replace

21

$1,207

1.65

$1,992

1.45

$2,888

Linear Foot

Replace

24

$1,380

1.65

$2,277

1.45

$3,301

Linear Foot

Replace

27

$1,552

1.65

$2,561

1.45

$3,714

Linear Foot

Replace

30

$1,725

1.65

$2,846

1.45

$4,126

Linear Foot

Replace

33

$1,897

1.65

$3,130

1.45

$4,539

Linear Foot

Replace

36

$2,070

1.65

$3,415

1.45

$4,951

Linear Foot

Replace

39

$2,242

1.65

$3,699

1.45

$5,364

Linear Foot

Replace

42

$2,415

1.65

$3,984

1.45

$5,777

Linear Foot

Replace

48

$2,759

1.65

$4,553

1.45

$6,602

Linear Foot

Replace

54

$3,104

1.65

$5,122

1.45

$7,427

Linear Foot

Replace

60

$3,449

1.65

$5,691

1.45

$8,252

Linear Foot

Pipe Burst

0

$202

1.65

$334

1.45

$484

Linear Foot

Pipe Burst

3

$202

1.65

$334

1.45

$484

Linear Foot

Pipe Burst

4

$202

1.65

$334

1.45

$484

Linear Foot

E-2

Sewer Unit Costs

Y

A = Z (from cost table
above) x Y

B

C=AxB

F

G=FxE

H

Renewal Action

Diameter

Material Cost per LF or
Point Repair

Installation Factor

Construction Cost per LF or Point
Repair [Used to check against bid
tabs]

Capital Cost Factor

Capital Costs

Units

Pipe Burst

6

$202

1.65

$334

1.45

$484

Linear Foot

Pipe Burst

8

$202

1.65

$334

1.45

$484

Linear Foot

Pipe Burst

10

$253

1.65

$418

1.45

$605

Linear Foot

Pipe Burst

12

$304

1.65

$501

1.45

$726

Linear Foot

Pipe Burst

14

$354

1.65

$585

1.45

$848

Linear Foot

Pipe Burst

15

$380

1.65

$626

1.45

$908

Linear Foot

Pipe Burst

16

$405

1.65

$668

1.45

$969

Linear Foot

Pipe Burst

18

$455

1.65

$752

1.45

$1,090

Linear Foot

Pipe Burst

20

$506

1.65

$835

1.45

$1,211

Linear Foot

Pipe Burst

21

$531

1.65

$877

1.45

$1,271

Linear Foot

Pipe Burst

24

$607

1.65

$1,002

1.45

$1,453

Linear Foot

Pipe Burst

27

$683

1.65

$1,127

1.45

$1,635

Linear Foot

Pipe Burst

30

$759

1.65

$1,253

1.45

$1,816

Linear Foot

Pipe Burst

33

$835

1.65

$1,378

1.45

$1,998

Linear Foot

Pipe Burst

36

$911

1.65

$1,503

1.45

$2,179

Linear Foot

Pipe Burst

39

$987

1.65

$1,628

1.45

$2,361

Linear Foot

Pipe Burst

42

$1,063

1.65

$1,754

1.45

$2,543

Linear Foot

Pipe Burst

48

$1,215

1.65

$2,004

1.45

$2,906

Linear Foot

Pipe Burst

54

$1,366

1.65

$2,255

1.45

$3,269

Linear Foot

Pipe Burst

60

$1,518

1.65

$2,505

1.45

$3,632

Linear Foot

CIPP

0

$47

1.5

$70

1.45

$102

Linear Foot

CIPP

3

$47

1.5

$70

1.45

$102

Linear Foot

CIPP

4

$47

1.5

$70

1.45

$102

Linear Foot

CIPP

6

$47

1.5

$70

1.45

$102

Linear Foot

CIPP

8

$47

1.5

$70

1.45

$102

Linear Foot

CIPP

10

$58

1.5

$88

1.45

$127

Linear Foot

E-3

Sewer Unit Costs

Y

A = Z (from cost table
above) x Y

B

C=AxB

F

G=FxE

H

Renewal Action

Diameter

Material Cost per LF or
Point Repair

Installation Factor

Construction Cost per LF or Point
Repair [Used to check against bid
tabs]

Capital Cost Factor

Capital Costs

Units

CIPP

12

$70

1.5

$105

1.45

$152

Linear Foot

CIPP

14

$82

1.5

$123

1.45

$178

Linear Foot

CIPP

15

$88

1.5

$131

1.45

$190

Linear Foot

CIPP

16

$93

1.5

$140

1.45

$203

Linear Foot

CIPP

18

$105

1.5

$158

1.45

$229

Linear Foot

CIPP

20

$117

1.5

$175

1.45

$254

Linear Foot

CIPP

21

$123

1.5

$184

1.45

$267

Linear Foot

CIPP

24

$140

1.5

$210

1.45

$305

Linear Foot

CIPP

27

$158

1.5

$236

1.45

$343

Linear Foot

CIPP

30

$175

1.5

$263

1.45

$381

Linear Foot

CIPP

33

$193

1.5

$289

1.45

$419

Linear Foot

CIPP

36

$210

1.5

$315

1.45

$457

Linear Foot

CIPP

39

$228

1.5

$342

1.45

$495

Linear Foot

CIPP

42

$245

1.5

$368

1.45

$533

Linear Foot

CIPP

48

$280

1.5

$420

1.45

$609

Linear Foot

CIPP

54

$315

1.5

$473

1.45

$686

Linear Foot

CIPP

60

$350

1.5

$525

1.45

$762

Linear Foot

Open Cut Spot Repair

0

$4,182

1.2

$5,018

1.4

$7,025

Each

Open Cut Spot Repair

3

$4,182

1.2

$5,018

1.4

$7,025

Each

Open Cut Spot Repair

4

$4,182

1.2

$5,018

1.4

$7,025

Each

Open Cut Spot Repair

6

$4,182

1.2

$5,018

1.4

$7,025

Each

Open Cut Spot Repair

8

$4,182

1.2

$5,018

1.4

$7,025

Each

Open Cut Spot Repair

10

$4,400

1.2

$5,280

1.4

$7,392

Each

Open Cut Spot Repair

12

$4,600

1.2

$5,520

1.4

$7,728

Each

Open Cut Spot Repair

14

$4,900

1.2

$5,880

1.4

$8,232

Each

Open Cut Spot Repair

15

$5,200

1.2

$6,240

1.4

$8,736

Each

E-4

Sewer Unit Costs

Y

A = Z (from cost table
above) x Y

B

C=AxB

F

G=FxE

H

Renewal Action

Diameter

Material Cost per LF or
Point Repair

Installation Factor

Construction Cost per LF or Point
Repair [Used to check against bid
tabs]

Capital Cost Factor

Capital Costs

Units

Open Cut Spot Repair

16

$5,500

1.2

$6,600

1.4

$9,240

Each

Open Cut Spot Repair

18

$5,900

1.2

$7,080

1.4

$9,912

Each

Open Cut Spot Repair

20

$6,300

1.2

$7,560

1.4

$10,584

Each

Open Cut Spot Repair

21

$6,500

1.2

$7,800

1.4

$10,920

Each

Open Cut Spot Repair

24

$6,900

1.2

$8,280

1.4

$11,592

Each

Open Cut Spot Repair

27

$7,300

1.2

$8,760

1.4

$12,264

Each

Open Cut Spot Repair

30

$7,700

1.2

$9,240

1.4

$12,936

Each

Open Cut Spot Repair

33

$8,100

1.2

$9,720

1.4

$13,608

Each

Open Cut Spot Repair

36

$8,100

1.2

$9,720

1.4

$13,608

Each

Open Cut Spot Repair

39

$8,500

1.2

$10,200

1.4

$14,280

Each

Open Cut Spot Repair

42

$8,500

1.2

$10,200

1.4

$14,280

Each

Open Cut Spot Repair

48

$8,900

1.2

$10,680

1.4

$14,952

Each

Open Cut Spot Repair

54

$9,300

1.2

$11,160

1.4

$15,624

Each

Open Cut Spot Repair

60

$9,700

1.2

$11,640

1.4

$16,296

Each

Open Cut Spot Repair Cost Review

0

$444

Linear Foot

Open Cut Spot Repair Cost Review

3

$444

Linear Foot

Open Cut Spot Repair Cost Review

4

$444

Linear Foot

Open Cut Spot Repair Cost Review

6

$444

Linear Foot

Open Cut Spot Repair Cost Review

8

$444

Linear Foot

Open Cut Spot Repair Cost Review

10

$467

Linear Foot

Open Cut Spot Repair Cost Review

12

$488

Linear Foot

Open Cut Spot Repair Cost Review

14

$520

Linear Foot

Open Cut Spot Repair Cost Review

15

$552

Linear Foot

Open Cut Spot Repair Cost Review

16

$584

Linear Foot

Open Cut Spot Repair Cost Review

18

$626

Linear Foot

Open Cut Spot Repair Cost Review

20

$668

Linear Foot

Open Cut Spot Repair Cost Review = Open Cut Spot Repair Capital Unit Cost * 1.5 assumed average open cut point repairs per pipe
/ 190 feet assumed average pipe length from Manhole to Manhole

E-5

Sewer Unit Costs

Y

A = Z (from cost table
above) x Y

B

C=AxB

F

G=FxE

H

Renewal Action

Diameter

Material Cost per LF or
Point Repair

Installation Factor

Construction Cost per LF or Point
Repair [Used to check against bid
tabs]

Capital Cost Factor

Capital Costs

Units

Open Cut Spot Repair Cost Review

21

$690

Linear Foot

Open Cut Spot Repair Cost Review

24

$732

Linear Foot

Open Cut Spot Repair Cost Review

27

$775

Linear Foot

Open Cut Spot Repair Cost Review

30

$817

Linear Foot

Open Cut Spot Repair Cost Review

33

$859

Linear Foot

Open Cut Spot Repair Cost Review

36

$859

Linear Foot

Open Cut Spot Repair Cost Review

39

$902

Linear Foot

Open Cut Spot Repair Cost Review

42

$902

Linear Foot

Open Cut Spot Repair Cost Review

48

$944

Linear Foot

Open Cut Spot Repair Cost Review

54

$987

Linear Foot

Open Cut Spot Repair Cost Review

60

$1,029

Linear Foot

Localized Liner

0

$1,500.00

1.20

$1,800

1.37

$2,466

Each

Localized Liner

4

$1,500.00

1.20

$1,800

1.37

$2,466

Each

Localized Liner

6

$1,500.00

1.20

$1,800

1.37

$2,466

Each

Localized Liner

8

$1,500.00

1.20

$1,800

1.37

$2,466

Each

Localized Liner

10

$1,500.00

1.20

$1,800

1.37

$2,466

Each

Localized Liner

12

$1,500.00

1.20

$1,800

1.37

$2,466

Each
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Appendix F. Processed Data Tables SQL
This appendix includes the SQL script for processing the CCTV and InfoAsset Manager data to identify
gravity mains on previously completed projects, mains with large PACP grade 5 defects, and mains
with deformations on plastic or rigid pipe. The tables generated from this SQL script are required for
processing the data through the InfoAsset Planner decision logic.
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E:\RossValley\scripts\PACP5_ClockPosition.sql
/****** Script for SelectTopNRows command from SSMS ******/
--Query uses the Infomaster continuous layer from the survey information and facility GIS infomation.
--Calculates clock positions, if PACP structural score >5 and clock postion >=2 as well as owner filter
information. Table is used in Rehab Decision Logic
--Temptables used to section out code for ease of review and QC
Use RossValley
Go
With Temptable1 as (
SELECT * ,
CASE
When Clock_To >0 and Clock_At_From =0
Then 1
When Clock_To =0 and Clock_At_From >0
then 1
WHEN ([Clock_To] * 30) < ([Clock_At_From] * 30)
THEN (((360 - ([Clock_At_From] * 30)) + ([Clock_To] * 30)) / 30)
WHEN [Clock_At_From] = [Clock_To]
THEN 12
WHEN [Clock_At_From] IS NOT NULL AND [Clock_To] IS NULL
THEN 1
WHEN [Clock_To]IS NOT NULL AND [Clock_At_From] IS NULL
THEN 1
WHEN [Clock_At_From] IS NULL
THEN 0
WHEN [Clock_To] IS NULL
THEN 0
ELSE ((([Clock_To] * 30) - ([Clock_At_From] * 30)) / 30)
END
AS 'Clock_Position'
FROM [RossValley].[dbo].[IMIC_CONTINUOUS_SEW_GM_SI1]),

Temptable2 as (
Select * ,
Case when [StructScore] >= 5 --and [Clock_Position] -->=2
THEN 1
When Def_Code IN('DBFI','DFC','DFE','DFBR') and Value_Percent>=25
Then 1
When Def_Code ='D' and [Material] in ('PE','PVC') and Value_Percent >=40
then 1
When Def_Code ='D' and [Material] in ('AC','CAS','CP','DIP','RCP','SP','TCP','TEC','VCP') and
Value_Percent >=20
then 1
When Def_Code IN ('DR') and Value_Percent >=20
then 1
ELSE 0
END
AS 'PACP5_CP3'
From Temptable1 ),
--to calculate owner column, Each project listed out for ease of QC.
Temptable3 as (
Select [PipeID],
[Upstream_MH]
,[Downstream_MH]
,[InspectionID]
,[startConditionID]
,[finishConditionID]
,[Distance]
,[Direction]
,[Def_Code]
,[Subcode]
,[Score]

1

E:\RossValley\scripts\PACP5_ClockPosition.sql

2

,[StructScore]
,[OMScore]
,[Def_Type]
,[ScoreMethod]
,[Description]
,[Remarks]
,[Need_Rev]
,[Length]
,[Pipe_Size]
,[Clock_At_From]
,[Clock_To]
,[Value_Percent]
,[Active]
,[Clock_Position]
,[PACP5_CP3]
,[dbo].[SSGRAVITYMAIN].[FacilityID] as Facility_ID
,[dbo].[SSGRAVITYMAIN].[user_date_3]
,[dbo].[SSGRAVITYMAIN].[OwnedBy]
,[dbo].[SSGRAVITYMAIN].[user_text_9],
Case when
([user_date_3] is NULL) and
([OwnedBy] = 'RVSD' or [OwnedBy] is NULL)
and
([user_text_9] not IN ('FY 2014 Gravity Sewer Rehabilitation - Foss Ave','FY 2014 Gravity Sewer
Rehabilitation - Group A','FY 2014 Gravity Sewer Rehabilitation - Group B',
'FY 2014/15 Pipeline Rehabilitation Project','FY 2014/15 PRP','FY 2015/16','FY 2015/16 Gravity
Sewer Improvement Project','FY 2016/17','FY 2016/17 Gravity Sewer Improvement Project',
'FY 2016/17 GSR','FY02-?','FY03','FY04','FY05','FY06-?','FY06-1','FY06-2','FY07-1','LDGS I','LDGS
II','LDGS II-2','LDGS III','LDGS_II') or [user_text_9] is NULL)
then 1
else 0
end as 'OwnerRehab_Filter'
FROM Temptable2
join [RossValley].[dbo].[SSGRAVITYMAIN] on Temptable2.PipeID =[SSGRAVITYMAIN].[FacilityID]),
--Aggregating PACP scoring for Decision Logic to pull totals per pipe id
Temptable4 as (
Select PipeID as Pipe_ID,
count (*) as 'PACP_CP_Active'
-- Into PACP5_CP2_Table2
From Temptable3
Where Active =1 and PACP5_CP3 =1
Group by Temptable3.PipeID
),
Temptable5 as(
Select *
From Temptable3
Full Join Temptable4 on Temptable3.PipeID = Temptable4.Pipe_ID),
--Calculating NULLS as 0 for Infomaster decision logic
Temptable6 as (
Select *,
Case when PACP_CP_Active is not NULL
then PACP_CP_Active
else 0
end as 'PACP_Scoring'
From Temptable5 )
Select *
Into PACP_SCORING_TABLE_Update_NoClock
From Temptable6
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Appendix G. Example InfoAsset Planner Business
Process Workflows and Data Update Reference
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Example InfoAsset Planner Closed-Circuit Television Data and
Analysis Updates
The District may choose to update the decision logic or defect code information in InfoAsset Planner and
the District will need to update the CCTV and InfoAsset Manager data as new data is generated.
These updates require the CCTV data to be imported, risk models rerun (currently not applicable to the
District), rehabilitation plan rerun, and facilities updated. The InfoAsset Planner: Update Data and Analysis
Quick Reference below documents the steps to update the data in InfoAsset Planner.

InfoAsset Planner Closed-Circuit Television Data Update and
Analysis Quick Reference
1. Facilities (Sewer Mains and Manholes)
a. InfoAsset Planner drop down menu > Import Facility Data
b. Click Next
Navigate to the sewer main and manhole location on the District’s servers. [Insert
Server Location]
c. Set Manhole and gravity main
d. Refer to below quick reference guides for field mapping, query definition, and
import settings
2. CCTV Inspections, Observations, and Video links
a. Update the Survey data
i.

Relies on the Sewer Data Import to link Facilities to Surveys

ii. Right click [insert CCTV Import File Name in InfoAsset Planner], > Choose
Import
iii. Leave the defaults and click next
iv. Navigate to the CCTV inspection and observations databases on the District’s
servers. [Insert Server Location]
v. Set the Inspections, Conditions, and Media tables to the location of data on
the District’s servers [Insert Server Locations]
vi. Update field mapping if needed
b. Update the Defect geocoding
i.

Relies on the defects code table in InfoAsset Planner

ii. Update the condition geocoding (placement along the line in GIS)
iii. If displaying the analysis results (defects) in the map, these layers MUST be
removed from the map first or an error will occur in processing.
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iv. Right click [insert CCTV Import File Name in InfoAsset Planner] > Choose
Run.
v. To display the results in the map right click the [insert CCTV Import File Name
in InfoAsset Planner] and choose Map Display>All Defect Layers
3. Run SQL script to process CCTV and InfoAsset Manager data (Required to Run
Decision Logic – Step 8)
4. Consequence of Failure (COF) [Not used by District at this time]
a. Relies on GIS data
b. Run the Analysis (*replaces existing analysis). 2 Options
i.

You can run each COF score individually by right clicking each one and
choosing RUN, or;

ii. You can run them all at once by right clicking consequence of failure (COF)
and choosing Batch Run.
5. Likelihood of Failure (LOF) [Not used by District at this time]
a. Relies on inspection, cleaning frequency and capacity data
b. Run the Analysis (*replaces existing analysis). 2 Options
i.

You can run each LOF score individually by right clicking each one and
choosing RUN

ii. You can run them all at once by right clicking likelihood of failure (LOF) and
choosing Batch Run.
6. Risk [Not used by District at this time]
a. Relies on the consequence of failure (COF) and likelihood of failure (LOF) tables
b. Right click SEW_Risk 1, COF + LOF > choose Run
7. Failure/Deterioration Model: [Use deterioration analysis in RR Plan instead of this]
8. Rehabilitation Plan (Decision Logic)
a. Relies on GIS data and Risk analysis
b. Right click [Insert name of InfoAsset Planner Rehab Plan] > choose Run
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CCTV Data Import Settings and Field Mapping
Generic information is provided below for the District’s reference.

CCTV Data Import Settings
Right click [insert CCTV Import File Name in InfoAsset Planner]> Choose Import for data.

Leave the defaults and click next.
Load the Inspections, Conditions, and Media tables by navigating to the table file locations using the ‘Select
a table’ button (red outline below).
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See below for field mapping and import settings.
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Field Mapping for Inspections
Field mapping translates the CCTV inspections outside of the InfoAsset Planner model and imports the
data into the InfoAsset Planner project database.
PACP Format
InspectionID
OriginalID
Owner
Date_
Time_
Upstream_MH
Downstream_MH
Direction
Width
Total_Length

The system field is the InfoAsset Planner Survey import field and the Client field is the adjustable fields.
The required fields are highlighted in red.
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Field Mapping for Inspection Media

1) Video Name, location, and path need to be in the required format:
a. Video file name updates: [Example shown below]
Existing video information in the CCTV_Observations
Table.Video field

Video Name updated to remove path to the following for
InfoAsset Planner

\\fdstore01\wdvideo\Wdvideo\Media\Video\WW
ZONE 9-16B-24-16B-90-TAMARACK AVE.mpg

WW ZONE 9-16B-24-16B-90-TAMARACK AVE.mpg

Video name must be in the media inspections table
b. Video folder Location (relative location):
Folder location for the individual videos. Video location must be in the media inspection table
as a relative path.
[Insert Server Path]
c. Media folder path (root):
Root path where the video folder location is.
[Insert Server Path]
InfoAsset Planner concatenates the video root path to video path and video name to get the
location to play the video.
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Field Mapping for Conditions
Field mapping translates the CCTV observations outside of the InfoAsset Planner model and imports the
data into the InfoAsset Planner project database as conditions. The system field is the InfoAsset Planner
Survey import field and the Client field is the adjustable fields. The required fields are highlighted in red.
PACP Format
ConditionID
OriginalID
InspectionID
Distance
PACP_Code
Continuous
Joint
Clock_At_From
Clock_To
Remarks
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Field Mapping for Conditions Media
Conditions media required fields are shown in red.
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GIS Data Import Settings
The Import Facility manager is used to import or update GIS facility data into the InfoAsset Planner Project
Database. The Import facility manager is found on the InfoAsset Planner tool bar shown below:

Click next or import a standard database:

Similar to CCTV data import the import source table fields are used to populate the facility data into the
InfoAsset Planner project database.
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Import Queries can be used here as well. For example all gravity mains managed by the District would be:

Full facility information can be mapped into the InfoAsset Planner project database. The model will keep
previous mapping fields per category (facility type) which can be found in the Facility and Asset Type
Manager.
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Sewer Main Mapping
Location: [Insert Server Path]
Field Mapping: [Example shown below]
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